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Editorial Note

This document contains abstracts of many, but not all, of the

studies which have thus far been published or which Ore available in.

the files of the Calculator Information Center. It is anticipated

iditional abs.raL:s and critical analyses will be made available:

in th,2 future.



Introduction to

Investigations with Calculators:

Abstracts and Critical Analyses of Research

The abstracts and critical analyses of research 1
in this document

were prepared and compiled to add to the fund of information on the

effects of hand-held r..aldulators on'achievement and learning. Since

many persons find it difficult to secure original copies of all research

studies,, the expanded abstracts should provide specific information

frequently not included in the brief abstracts found in,=for instance,

Dissertation Abstracts International or in the bulletins available from

the Calculator Information Center. The critical Commentary prepared by

each abstractor pinpoints particular strengths and weaknesses noted for

each study.

. Frequently, the flaws in the research -- or at least in the report

of the research -- consume the greater amount of attention. It is com-

paratively easy to find such flaws. Unfortunately, improving research

designs and procedures.is'a process learned partly through experience,

and relatively few of the investigations cited in this compilation were

conducted by-experiencet researchers. Educational research is also

hampered by limitations not easily amenable' to control nor inexpervAve.

. But many of the flaws could be amelioriated if not eradicated --

aad it is with the hope that other researchers will profit from analyses

of these problems that this document is proferred. Obvidusly, the

.strengths that are cited can also be of immense help as studiesaare'planned.

While the limitations of the research are cited, it should also be

noted that the research on calculators differs from most other bodies of

research on particular areas within mathematics education in that the

trend of the findings is toward a positive direction. Almost all of-the

Studies comparingachievemantof groups using or not' using calculators

either favor the calculator group or (in about equal number) reflart no

significantdifferences. This contrasts with the "typical" case +thin

mathematics education, !_n which a bell-shaped, "normal" Curve, ;reflecting.

a preponderance of findings of no signif..cant differences,
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(Such cases contain studies with flaws similar to those cited in this

document.) Thus, the common-sense belief of many mathematics educators

that calculators will not adversely affect achievement has some support.

Of even greater concern than the flaws of design or procedure or

interpretations ver, is the focus of the majority of the studies on

broad, genera_ questi s of achievement relative to unspecified or

inexplicit use of calculators. Surely, the effect on ;-chievement in

general has been of some concern (especially to parents), but there are

other, even more important questions to explore. How mathematJcal learning"

could change with calculator use would have an obvious impact on mathe-

matics learning, instruction, and curriculum: yet such possible changes

have been at the core of.relatively few studies. The conference sponsored

by the National Institute of Education in January 1979 will attempt to

provide guidance to future_ research efforts, expanding on the report of

the conference of June 1976
2

.

Thanks are extended to each of the abstradtors who contributed to

this publication,. Their hours spent in reading dissertations and other.

reports, in abstracting, and in developing critiques will have been re-

warded if they serve to help others in planning more effectiVe investiga-

tions using calculators.

2

Marilyn N. soydaM
Director
Calculator Information Center

The format for the abstracts was originally developed by J. F. WeaVer
for the journal, Investigations in Mathematics Education.

Report of the Conference on Needed Research and Development on Hand-
held Calculators in School Mathematics. Washington: National Institute
of Education and'National Science Foundation, 1977. ER:C: ED 139 665.
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Alle,'Maxine Bogues. EFFECTIVENESS OF USING HAND-HELD CALCULATORS
FOR LEARNING DECIMAL QUANTITIES AND THE METRIC SYSTEM. (Virginia
PolyteChnic Institute and State University, 1976.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 37A: 850-851; August 1976. [Order No.
76-17090]

O

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by JAMES J. HIRSTEIN, University of Illinois.

1. Purpose

The purpose of the study was to aetermine whether acquisitionand

retention of decimal algorithms and metric units are improved by using

a hand-held. calculator.

2. Rationale

With.increased attention to the metric system, the understanding of

decimal notation and computation is becoming more critical. Decimal

ma.iLulations are easily made on hand-held calculators. The literature

reviewatl :...,Iggests that the use of calculators should enhance the learning

of decimal concepts and skills. The extent to *hick rovide

an improved mode of instruction needs to be established.

3. Research Design and. Procedures

The study was conducted using three sixth-gle,le 'class:.-s in each.of two

schools. In each school, two of the classes were-egperimental and a cal-r
culator was provided for each student, while one control class did not use,

calculators. Instruction was given for 25 school, days. All classes

covered the same content: decimalS and the metric system. Following the

experiMertal program,-all students were given the same unit on fractions

.so that retention scores would not be affected.

An SRA achievement test was given to all students as a pretest. Two

multiple-choice criterion-referenced tests, on 'decimals and the metric

system, were administered three times: before instruction as a pretest,

immediately following instruction as a posttest, one month after_ instruction

as a retention test. Use of calculators was not permitted on the criterion

tests. The three'pretest scores were used as covariateS in a multivariate

analysis, of covariance-design using the'two posttest scores as criterion

4.1



variables. Pretest and posttest scores were used as covariatesin a

multivariate analysis of covariance using the two retention test scores as

criterion variables.

Contamination of the control group was determined by a questionnaire

requesting that students report home use of calculators.. The analyses

were repeated after deleting the control subjects who reported home use

of calculators.

4. Findings

Four null hypotheses were tested: that there is no difference in

adjusted scores of experimental and control groups on two tests (decimal

and metric) given at two times (posttest and retention. test).

No significant difference was found between the groups (..n either

'posttest. The retention test' showed no difference between grOups on the

decimal test and a significant difference on the metric test in fayor of

the control group..

Whea ten control subjects admitting home use of calculators were deleted,

no differences on posttests were found. However, this second analysis showed

a significant difference in favor of the control group on bOth retention

tests.

5. Interpretations

The differences on retention scores were attributed to an increase in

the adjusted mean scores of control subjects from posttest to,yetention test.

The adjusted mean scores of experimental subjects declined over this period.

This study did not find that the calculator improved the learning of decimal

and metric content as measured by paperandpencil tests. Furthermore,

retention was lower for students using calculators.

Critical Commentary

Teacher effects were zontrolled by weekly meetings to discuss progress

and procedures, but no report of teacher attitude toward the assigned instruc

tional treatment is given. Furthermore, no effort to monitor classroom

adherence,to instructional procedures- is reported. Because each teacher

taught a single class, the results may have 'been influenced by teacher

variables that were not controlled in the experiment.

O

1 'm



The instruments used are a serious limitation in this study.' The

reliabillties are rather low for multiple-choice tests of 20 items:

KR
20

ranged frdm .47 to .78. The raw score means for decimal and metric

pretests for both groups ra.ged from 33 ,to 41 percent. The raw score

means for .posttests and retention. tests ranged from 46 to 59 percent,

indicating that neither treatment was particularly effective at improving

performance on these instruments.

The author notes that paper-and-pencil instruments may have favored

the paper-and-pencil treatment and suggests a replication with calculators

permitted on the criterion tests. Certainly, if calculators are not per-

mitted, .the groups are equalized for testing purposes.. However, one advan-

tage of calculator use is that stue.ents are able to deal with problems'

that cannot be handled without-a calculator. It should hasiebeen easily-
-,

within reach of this study to-address that question, and the absence-of -.

this slight extension. is unfortunate.

ti
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Andersdn, Lyle Eugene. THE EFFECTS OF USING RESTRICTED.AND UNRESTRICTED
MODES OF PRESENTATION WITH ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS ON THE'ACHIEVEMENT
AND _ATTITUDE OF'SEVENTH GRADE PUPILS. (University of Denver, 1976.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 632176322; April 1977.
[Order '1o. 77-7399]

1

* .

Expanded abstract\and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information penter\by GEORGE W. BRIGHT, Northern Illinois University.

1. Pur

The p ri mary purpose was to compare in-seventh-grade mathematics classes

the unrest icted use, restricted use, and no use of calculators on attitude,

achievemen , mastery of concepts, computational skill, and probleth solving.

Effects o s-ex, socio-economic background, age, and IQ were checked. The

secondary purpose was to compare ability of calculator and no-calculator
.

groups t perform single-step and multiple-step computation with whole num-'

bers and decimals with speed and accuracy.

2. R ionale

Re iable data did not exist relative to whether students who have access

to calculators will develop dependency on the use of the calculator. The

need ti; conduct research,,on the effects of use of calculators was cited

trom,Sveral sources.

The literature review of studies involving the use'of calculating

devices. was sketchy. Only 12 studies were-cited, and only four Of these were

dissertations. IFrequentlyomitted from the summaries of the studies were

the number of classes or students, whether the 'reported, unit of analysis

was the, individual student or the class mean,. whether the reported,pnit of

analysis was correct, the probability. level of statistical results, and

whether the calculating-devices-were mechanical, electric, or electronic.]

The literature review of attitudes was restricted to a discussion of

"a .few of the more well-known attitude measuring instruments", which

translated almost exclusively into examination of-some studies using the

Dutton Attitude Scale. [Again, the summaries were quite sketchy.)

3. Research Design and Procedure

The study was conducted in 12 seventh-grade classes (three.in each of



the four junior high schools in Sioux Falls, South Dakota) du-ing 1975-76.

Two schools served lower socio - economic areas,' and two served middle to

upper socio-economic areas. In each school the three classes Were taught

by a single teacher. .Te'achers were selected by recommendation of their

principals, willingness to participate, and at least two years' experience.

Assignment of students to classes within a school. was random "because the

Sioux Falls School System utilized heterogeneous grouping." The total

number of students involved in the study was 367.

Prelests;were the Cooperative Arithmetic Test (COOP) (Form A), the

Stanford Arithmetic Tests (STAV) I, II, and III (Form W, Advanced), the

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS), the Lorge-Thorndike IQ Test (IQ), and

Dutton's Attitude Toward Arithmetic Scale (ATAS). .Socio-economic status

was determined by whether students received free lunch (poverty level), paid-

a reduced lunch cost (low income), or paid full lunch cost (all other).

Within each school the three classes seemed nct_to differ on these variables,

although there were differences across schools. Posttests were the COOP

(Form B), STAV (Form X), ATAS, and Computation Skill Tests ..(CST) IA; IB;.-

and II (Form A).-

In each school, one claNL (El) was reatricted.to using the calCulator

to verify paper-and-pencil calCUlationsand aiding,in the,development of

specific problem-solving concepts, 'one class (E2) was allowed unrestricted

use of the calculator, and one class (C) was allowed no use of the calculator.

School policy was that no homework be assigned to students. Students in

El. and E2 classes were told that calculators would not be allowed. during .

tests. These classes, however, were allowed to use calculators for CET IA,

it, and II. For each teacher the selection of the three participating

-classes was randomfrOin among all of`that teacher's classes, and the assign-
,

ment of treatments to classes was random. In El and E2 classed, one

Rockwell '76 calculator (four operations, storage.key, recall key, and

percent key) was assigned to each two students. Pretesting was done
.

during the eleventh week, the treatment lasted eighteen weeks, and post-
,

testing was done during the next week. Classroom instruction was conducted

by the classtoom teachers.

Twenty=four predictor variables (pretests, sex, school, socio-economic

level, age on September 1, and treatment group) and eight crtt4rion variables

were used.. Each criterion,variable was analyzed an ANCOVA, with the
a.
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covariateS being significantly correlated attribute predictor variables

and the criterion variable's,correspohding pretest; The Newman-Keuls

method of multiple comparisons was applied whenever a significant F

was observed for an ANCOVA*.

4. Findings

Eight null hypotheses were tested. In each case the reported degrees

.of freedom for the F-Statistic was based on the total number (325) of

students with complete data.

a. There was significant effect on'attitude (ATAS), with E2 > c

(p < .01), El > C (p < .01), and E2 > 71 (p.<.05).

b. There was no effect ca overall achievement (COOP).

c. There was no effect on. mastery of concepts (STAY -I).

d. There was no effect on computation skill (STAN -II) when calculators

were not allowed.

e. There was a significant effect on. problem. solving (STAV-III) when
. . , ,

ca'culators were not-allowed,-with only E2 > C (p < .05).

f. There was a significant effect on a timed test of single-step

computation,U7TIA) whPa El and E2 classes were alloWed use Of a

calculator .(one per 'student) but C classes were not, with El > C.

(p l .01) and E2> .(p < .01).

g. There-:mas.a significant effect on a timed test of multiple-step

computation (CST-IB) when El and E2 classes were allowed use of a

.
calculator (one.per student) but C classes.were not, with El> C

(p.< .01) and E2 > C (p < .01).

h. There was a-significant effect on-an untimed Computation test

(CST-1() when El and E2 classes were allowed use of a calculator

(one per student) but C classes were not and'When the student score

was number of correct problemS per minute of-elapsed time (recorded

fOr each student), T;:i.th E1 7 c (p < .01) and E2 > C (p,:. 01).'

5. Interpretations

CalculatOrs can be placed in,seventh-grade'mathematics classes without

special curriculum changes or special training of teachers. No adverse

effect is caused on overall achievement, mastery of concepts, or computation

skill. Positive effects occur for problem solving and attitude. Uselof
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calculators allows students to solve computation probleas at a faster

rate.

Critical Commentary

The strength of this study is its realistic approach to the use of

calculators. The three treatments reflect three positions frequently

espoused by teachers.

The major weakness of the study is its assumption that students were

*,ssigned randomly to treatments. The experimenter apparently had no

control over the assignment of students to classes, and one can imagine

lots of circumstances (e.g., band or athletics) that might prevent true

random assignment. Even with random assignment of stuticnts to classes

ten weeks-before the experiment began, however, each class had time to

develop its own special character and system of interpersonal interaction.

rntact classes were assigned to treatments, so the unit of analysis

should have been the class mean. The true N, therefore, was 12, not 325.

This has serious implications for the analyses..' In particular,-the

correlatik.nal analysis preceding each ANCOVA would probably not be useful.

It is unfortunate that the dissertation does not contain the class%-teans

on the posttest scores (class means of pretest socres are reported) so

that reanalysis could bd performed.

Thiee minor weaknesses should be noted.. First, the C classes probably

knew that the El and E2 classes were 'using calculatorS. MIS could at

least partially explain the significant effect-'on attitudes.. Second, the

instructional treatments were poorly defined. Each teacher was supposed

to teach each of the classes the same, except of course for the use of

calculators, but there were apparently no checks of whether the-instruction

was actually the same across classes within each school. Third, the

interpretations,and recommendations for future Xless than two pages among

98- pages of text and tables) are very superficial. The author presents his

data but he doesn't significantly further the cauac, of providing an adequate

context within whicht understand the effects of calculator use in school

mathematics.
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Ayers, Sharon Whitton. THE EFFECTS OF SITUATIONAL PROBLEM-SOLVING
AND ELECTRONIC.CALCULATING INSTRUMENTS IN A.COLLEGE LEVEL INTRO-
DUCTORY STATISTICS COURSE. .'(Georgia. State University, 1976.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 37A 6322-6323; April 197.
[Order No. 77-9305]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the .Calculator
Information Center by MARILYN ZWENG,'University of Iowa.

1. Purpose

The subjects in this study were non-science and non-mathematics

majors enrolled in a college -level introductory statistics course: The

two major purposes were to 'determine the effect on student achievement

and attitude of (a) the use .of electronic 'calculators

tion in situationa problem-solving heuristics..

"situational problems" as problems which inyolve

of mathematics. Typically, situational problems

and (b) instruc-

The author defines

realistic applications

arc not well-defined.'

The student must decide whaeSpecific questions are to be answered;

what.data must.be ( lected, and what proCedures must be used for analy-

sis_of the data. Two of the woblems from the experimental cOrse which

typify the author's interpretation of siutational problems are, "Do

you have extra-sensory perception?"And "What is the best way to' take

test?"

a

2; Rationale
. ,

I.
. _

,Several major reports

,

and, in particular, the- NACOME report, have
.

recommended more extensive use of calculators and more exposure to,

"real" problems in mathematics instruction. Electtonic-calcUlators have
, :,

been used extensively in the teaching of statistics for many years, but,

According to the author,.there hiszbeen no evaluation of'` the effeCt of

calculator usage an attitude and achievement. On the other hand, instruc-

tion in situational-problem solving is not a common practice. The

research review found only one citatirn in the literature

e-progra'in which students we*expored to real-life

statistics course, : In this instance,,the achievement

the students had not been evaluated 41d; furthermore,

were too "weIl-defined" to meet the Criteria of being

I

1 r

that described

situations in a

and.attitude of

the applications

situational problems.



3. Research Design and. Procedures

Four classes of 25 students took part in the sttvly thrighout the

1975 Winter Quarter. A71 students wre non-science and non-matheMatics

majors at Georgia State University. Two time periodsoth mid-day,

were involved. The 50 students_ within a time period were randOmly

assigned to the two. Classes meeting at that time. There -sere two teachers

and four treatments which were combinations of instructional mode. and

computational method. The four treatments formed a Lwo-by-two factorial

design. TI assignment of times, teachers, and treatments is shown in

the table

GroUp Time Teacher TreaLMent

1 1140-12:30 A Situational Problem Solving (S)
uaily Electronic. Calculators (E)

`2 11:40-12:30 B No Situational Problem Solving (NS:
daily No Electronic Calculators (NE)

3 12:40 -2:00 B Situational problem Solving T4ii)

.14WF. No Electronic Calculators

4 12:40-2:00 A No Situational Problem a4s)-

MWF Electronic Calculators 1E)

A_75-item-investigator-designed achievement test' with a reliability

coefficient of :75 was adMiniatered at the end of the quarter. 'No pre-

tests were given. This was a posttest-only design., Students-in the

calculator treatment were allowed to use calculators during the examina-7
:7

tion;-students:in the non-calculator group were not provided calculators

.during the exam. Students' attitudes towards mathematics were measured'by

the McCallon-Brown semantic differential scale. An investigator-developed

VieW of Statistics Inventory was also administered to the subjects. The

VSI is an adaptation of Rettig's View of Mathematics Inventory.

A two-way ANOVA was used t- 4p-terminerthe effects of instructional

mcie and computational method am achievement. The effects of treatment

on attitude towards mathematics and view of statistics were_anelyzed by

several applications of the Mann-Whitney U test. In order to identify

associations arming the three-measures (achievement, attitude, and VSI),

.a Kendall tau rank correlation :oefficie -t was computed for each pair of

-measures:
41,
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-127

FinCings

A. Between Calculator and non-calculator groups

(1) Achievement: The cal';.ulator group scored significantly

'11..er on the achievement test-than the non-calculator group.

(: -tude towards mathematics: No difference

w of Statistics: No difference

B. Bett., ,ituational problem-solving and non-situational problem-.

sol., 4roups

(1)'Achievement: No difference

(2) Attitude towards mathematics: No difference overall; however,

for the subset of students who did not use calculators, the

situational problem-solving group had a more positive attitude.

In classes where the calculators were used, there was no

difference between the attitudes of thetwo groups.

(3) View of Statistic's: The situational problem - solving group

-demonstrated much higher esteem for statistics,than the

control group.

C. Relationships between measures: There was a positive correlation
1 -

between all pairs of measures; achievement and r.ttitude,,achievement

and View of'Szatistics, and attitude,and View of.Statistics,

. Interpretations

-.The researcher concluies that "these results provide support for ,the

!

4nsructional mode termed 'situational problem-solving"
.

and,"the results -. . .

Strongly suppOri the Lie. of electronic calculating instrument§ in a cpllege7
1

,

IleveLelementary'sratiscics course" The first conclusion is based on

the poSitive effecit of. situational problem - solving on.attilude towards
!

.
_

mathematics and View of Statistics and the fact_that situational problem,

solving did not interfere withthe acquisition of.standard course; content.

The investigator notes that the superior achievement of the calculator group

might be questioned, because this group had access to calculators during the
1 . ,

-Statistics'Conte t Achievement test and the non-calculator group did not,
!

She speculates; hwever, that the difference between groups would still have

l'existed if the testing situation had been the.same for both groups, since.
i

.

I score. .
\ r

computational errors accounted for only a small portion of the achievement
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Dr. Ayers also...suggests that the results of her study have implica-

tions for the use of calculators and situational problem solving in the

secondary school.

Critical Commentary

This was a superbly designed. and executed study. Student and teacher

wriables were well controlled by random assignment to treatments and by

the comparable time periods in which the classes met. The number of

subjects, 100, wac adequate and the utilization of a two-by-two factorial

design in essence doubled the sample size since thre were 50 student.,

under each of the four treatments, S, NS, E; and NE. The statistics to

analyze attitudinal measures is ..ommeudable. All too often parametric

methods are inappropriately used on ordinal measures.

It appears to this writer that despite the question raised about the

non-equivalent testing conditions, theresults.are conclusive. Teachers _

of elementary statistics should, take careful note of this study. The,

usefulness of the study is!further enhanced by the very complete appendices..

All instruments' used in the study are provided in their entirety. They

not only have good test-retest reliability but also appear to have excellent

content validity. Additionally, an-outline:of the course and the.complete

set of situational probleMs assigned during the,quarter are"Trovided.

Teachers who are considering developing a'similar course wili find the

appendices very helpful.

ti
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Bolesky, Edward Michael. THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONIC HAND-HELD
CALCULATORS ON COGNITIVE ACHIEVEMENT IN CHEMISTRY. (Boston College,
1")77.) Dissertation. Abstracts International 38A: 1319 -1320;
September 1977, [Order No 77-11,622]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by DENNI'S ROBERTS, The Pennsylvania State University.

1. Purpose

The intent-of this investigation was tc examine the effect of the

use of hand -held electronic calculators on chemistry achievement of

secondary school students enrolled in a CHEM Study chemistry course.

Rationale

The rationale offered for conducting this study involves live factors.

First, available opinions are mixed concerning the utility and desire for

allowing students to use calculators for classroom learning activities

(eSpecially pre-college). Second, the available research literature indi-

cates no negative effects due to classroom "use of calculators and, in many

instances,there are demonstrable positive effects. Third, the majority of

the calculator research has been done at the elementary school level in

basic mathematics instructional settings. Fourth, high-school chemistry -J

(CHEM Study, in particular) deinands and incorpotates many mathematical

computational and conceptual skills.of,the chemistry students. -Hence,.

and fifth,.it would be worthwhile to see if calculator use might havewr
significant impacts on student achievement in a CHEM Study setting,

3. Research Design and Procedures

The participants in the study,were 80.students enrolled in four sections

of a LE.EM Study course in a rural school in Massachusettg. StudentS' were

randomly assigned to one of thelout sections, Two sections were designated

as experimental.classes.and students in both were given a small hand-held

calculator (Texas Instruments SR-11), which was used in clais throughOUt

the semester fot reviewing homework assignments, for assisting on cOmpti-.

tations,.for performing necessary calculations during laboratory exerciOep.

and for performing necessary talculationson in -class tests and quizzes.

The other two sections were deSignated as.controlS and, did novhave class-

CJ
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room access to.calculators during the semester.

All students were posttested with Form E of the Anderson-Fisk

Chemistry Test (55 items covering knowledge, comprehension, and applica-

tion levels of Bloom's Taxonomy) and a teacher-constructed test (50 items)..

Reliabilities were reported as .90 for the Anderson-Fisk Chemistry Test

(from the manual.) and .84 for the teacher-made test (from the current

study). -During posttestiug, one of the .experimental classes and one of

the control classes were allowed to use calculators on the tests, whereas

the ()the,: experimental class and tiie other' control class worked problems

by paper-and-pencil methods. Hence, the design was such that. half of

the students used calculators during instruction and half of the students

didn't arid, subsequently,'half of each of those groups used calculators on

the criterion tests and half didn't. HyOotheses concerning achievement

dueo 'calculator use (or. non-use) during instruction, calculator use (or

non-use) during-posttestingor the interaction betWeen. the two factorS

were all stated in the null form. No directional hypotheses were put for-
,

ward based on the rationale developed and.literaturecited.

4. Findings
, -

'Two two-way analys 3 of variance were performed, one for theAnderson-

Fisk.teSt data and one for the teacher - constructed test data. For each

analysis, the independent "ariables were Mode of instruction (use or non

use of calculators) and mode of testing (use or, non-use' of calculators).

Alpha was set at .05 for each significance test. No significant main

effects nor interaction effects were found for either the Anderson-Fisk

Chemistry Test data (analyzed by separate knowledge, comprehension, and

appliCation,ievels, plus total. score) or the teacher-constructed test.

5. Interpretations

Three possible reasons were offered for the failure to find differences'

between experimental and control groups. First, while students were shown

how to operate the calculators, they were not given instruction on ways

to integrate calculator use with the chemistry problem-solving process.

Second, the added time it took the control students to work' the chemistry

problems might have offset possible benefits from.calctlatorUse in the

experiMental classes. And third, outside use of calculators by students
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in the control groups might have reduced the observable effect: of

calculator benefits as, evidenced. in the experimental groups.

Critical Commentary

The'major problems with the present study are ones the 'author hiMself

commented upon -- those being possible contamination of the treatment

(calculator use) with the control group, and the lack of speCific instruc-

tion whereby calculator use is integrated into the dhemistty problem

prucess. While control of the'first problem is difficult, the failure

actively to incorporate. calculators into the instructional strategy, of,

the experimental group is a serious design flaw. Any study that is

interested in examining calculator benefits on higher-level cognitive

mathematidal (or related) skills must carefully.plan the instructional

sequence in the experimental groups In such .a way as to.utilize the

capabilities of a calculator to facilitate ptoblem

If



Boling,'Mary Ann Neayes. SOME COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE ASPECTS OF THE
. USE OF HAND-HELD CALCULATORS IN HIGH SCHOOL CONSUMER-MATHEMATICS
CLASSES. (The Lcuisiana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College, 1977.) -Dissertation Abstracts International
38A:," 2623-2624; November 107. [Order No. 77-25,370]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by CLYDE A. WILES, Indiana University Northwest.

1. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to assess some cognitive and affective

effects of using a hand-held electronic calculator for all computations in

twelfth-grade consumer mathematics classes. The experimental variable

was simply the use or non-use of the calculator in solving all problems<

Thus, the study attempted to answer two questions:

a. Does the use of the.; hand-held calculator in high school consumer
,

mathematics classes result, in significant gains in student

achievement in mathematical verbal problem solving?

b. Does the use of the hand-held calculator in high school consumer

mathematics classes result in improvement of student attitudes

toward mathematics?
4).

Rationale

The easy availability of. mini-calculators and widespread professional

speculatibn about the probable impact of their use provide the primary.

motive for this study.. of particular importance is the expectation that

if .calcular21- ors are used to remove the tedium and complexity.. of calculation

from the study of problem solving, then problem solving can be more

efficiently and enjoyably studied.

Studies reported since 1956 were reviewed with particular reference to

a. the relationship between computational skill andproblem solving

in mathematics, and

b. the cognitive and affective effects of using calculators in the

classroom.

The author concluded.thatlliedesel's position.(Arithmetic Teacher, January

1969,. p. 54) is not,now supported by the bulk of research. Riedesel wrote

:'that while the improvement of computation is important to problem solving
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ability, the improvement of computation alone has little, if any,

measurable.effect upon reasoning and problem solving." The following

rationale was advanced forThe study:

If'te improvement of computation does significantly affect

problem salving ability, then the use of calculators. to per'oorm

the necessary compttations should promote. more efficient solving

of verbal mathematical problems. (p. 9)
0-

The review of studies of the *cognitive and affective effectS attribu-

table to the use of calculators led to the conclusion that most studies

were inconclusive and that further research aas needed. It may be noted,.

that;of,the four Studies revived that showed significant effect, two

involved secondary-school students, and both involved instructional

materials specifically designed for use with calculators.

.3, Research Design and Procedures

During the 1975-76 school'year, students from seven twelfth-grade

consumer mathematics classes in Jackson, Mississippi were randomly

assigned 'as intact classes to one oftwekinstructionaloarrangements.

Five of the Seven classes were federally funded Emergency School Aid Act

classes for underachievers. The assignment.controlled for type of Class

and instructor. There were 51 students in the experimental group and - 43

in the control group. The average mathematics grade and overall high

schOol academic average for the. resulting two groups was p. IQ scores.
. .

from elementary school recordsrangerom 60 to 130 with Means of about 95:

Instruction for all molasses began with a rational numbers computation ,

unit without reference' to calculators. This was followed by a 19-week

experithental period. During the 19' weeks the experimental classes were

providedwith four-function, battery-operated, hand-held calculators.

Following one and one-half class periods for orientation, instruction

in calculator use was provided-individually as needed. The calculators.

were to be. used in solVing all problems in -units related.to banking,

'.credit,. taxes, paychecks, consumer shopping,and budgeting. Thecontrol

classes worked through the same Materials but were required to use usual

paper-and-pencil computational procedures.

The dependent variables were scores on a 15-item verbal problem-
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solving subtest of the 1970 California Achievement Test for secondary

students with modified testing procedures, scores on a 20 -item mathematics

attitude scale, and responses to a three -item verbal opinion poll of the

experimental group.

The time3of administration of the achievement test,was determined

by the regular testing program of the school system.. These-times were six

weeks prior to the beginning of the experimental periods, and again at

the end of the 19 weeks. The attitude, (Agree, ,Undecided, Disagree) was

administered at'the beginning and end of the 19 weeks, and-the opinion poll

was given near the end of the school year several weeks after the calculators

had been taken from the classes.

Standardized testing procedures for the achievementctest were

modified in several ways. First, each subject was required to complete

two answer sheets, one.for. the testing program and.one for the study-.

Following the 12-minute time limit specified by the standardized test,

students were allowed to continue workihA on'the second answer- sheet

for as long as they wished. Arid finally, the author reports that the

experimental group was allowed the use of the. calculator during the post-

test while the control group,was not. While one might suppose that both

groups were denied the'Use of the calculator during the first 12 minutes

of the test, the matter is unclear.

4. Findings

_Both grOups showed improvement in their posttest achievement means of

a little over two items on a 15-item test. Extensive analysis; however,

failed to discover any differences between the groups in either total

score or gain score. No improvements in general mathematics attitude

were observed for either group, and no differences were found between the

groups. The opinion poll, however, that focused upon the student's feelings

about the use of the calculators, shoWed a vast preponderance of'positive

student responses. With very few exceptions, students,said they felt more

confident in their work and enjoyed class A'great deal more when calculators

were used.
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5.. ;Interpretations.

Computation as affected by the use of calculators did not appear to

be a major factor in the verbal problem-solving ability of the students

in this study. And while the students expressed' positive feelings toward

the use of calculatorsl, their attitudes toward mathematics in general were

not improved.

It was recommended that al3bpulation.more normally distributed with

respect to.mathematics ability be employed in further research of the

basic relationship between computational skill and verbal prbblem.stavinCI

and that tests specifically designed for consumer mathematics courses be.

used. It was also recommended that proper calculator operation be taught

in consumer r thematics classes and that curriculum materials developed

for use witt alculators be employed.

Critical Commentary..

This seemed to be basically action research based on the existence

of'-a new tool and available students in a special program with special

instructional needs. The attempt to fit the study into the theoretical

constructs of problem solving is to be.commended, although it seems to be

forted and perhaps constructed after the'fact. Had the study reported

significant differences, it'would be necessary to comment upon a number of

design weaknesses. As it is, the author's summaryand conclusions are

quite appropriate.

In terms of the basid relationship between computational skill and

problem solving, the data support the position of Riedesel that improving

calculation ability alone has little measurable .effect on problem-solving

-scores. But, here too, some reservations must he made. While we have

ample reason to believe this'group of students was very poor, at computation,

no data were reported to assess just how poor they may have been. This is

unfortunate as some data were surely available from the standardized testing

program of the school. Furthermore, we have no data to establish that the

calculators _affected the students' ability to compute at all. The author

in fact recommends that proper calculator operation be taught. And finally,

we 'do not know to what degree any of the students possessed the ability

to compute answers to the problems of the achievement test with or without

calculators.
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The study does provide some information, however. First, it is

clear that these students welcomed the calculators and valued them long

after the simple novelty of the machines had worn off. The investigator,

as a professional teacher, is apparently quite convinced of the motiva-

tional value and classroom usefulness of the calculators for these stu-

_ dents, and this was, of course, the purpose of the study from an action

research point of view.

Finally, while action research is often a bit "loose" in terms of

rationale and hence theoretical implications, the practical implications

were nearly lost as well simply because inadequate and insufficient

measures of etudent performance. were made.
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Borden, Virginia Lee. TEACHING DECIMAL CONCEPTS TO SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
. USING THE HAND4IELD'CALCULATOR. (University of Northern Colorado,

1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 4192; January

. 1977., [Order No. 76- 29,734]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by, GEORGE W. BRIGHT, Northern Illinois University.

1. Purpose

The primary purpose was to investigate in sixth-grade mathematics

classes the effects of the use of hand-held calculators on attitude and

on achievement and retention of concepts and skills in decimal.fractions.

The secondary purpose was to compare the effectiveness of teaching of

decimal fractions before common fractions with the effectiveness of

teaching common 'fractions first.

2. Rationale

There are controversies regarding both the use of calculators and the

seque:iting of instruction on common and decimal fraction's. The,, study was

designed to investigate. some aspects of these controversies in order to

obtain needed research data.

A brief theoretical orientation (with-noticeable overgeneralizations

of Piaget's theories) was provided. The relationship of the study .to

the theory was not cleatly delineated.

A sketchy: review of research literature on the use of calculators

was given..' (Several studies, cited from secondary sources, were not

referenced directly and apparently were not read. Also, summaries of,

studies did not include complete information.) Numerous citations were

made of articles which gave only opinions about the use of calculators.

Only two research studies were cited as background for the research

on sequencing of deciMal.and common fractions. One of these citations

was from a secondary source. Again, numerous citations of'opinion were

given.

3. Research Design and Procedures

All four sixth-grade classes (N := 85) at Windsor Middle School (Windsor,

Colorado) and both sixth-grade classes (N = 41) at University Middle School
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(Greeley, Colorado) participated. Noticeable differences in family back-

grounds between student populations in the two schools were acknoWledged.

the Windsor School students were taught a,unit on an introduction

to and the four operations with decimal fractions: The unit was both

written and.taught by the experimenter. The lessons were teacher-directed

but involved worksheets to accompany the teacher activities. Students

in two randomly selected classes (one from the d morning claSseerand

one from the tWO afternoon classes.) used calculate s "to check problems,

to solve problems, to discover patterns, to aid'in decimal fraction

oriented activities, -to solve puzzles, [and] to play games." The Other

tWo classes did not use calculators. The students "had not completed"

their.s.tUdy, Of Common fractions before the unit on decimal fractions began.

(Their background in common fractioni was not described. At another point

in the disseftation it is stated that "the Windsor students, lad not studied

common fraCtions.". This inconsistency in reported backgioUnd was not,

resolved.) The unif.lasted four weeks, and all work was.done in class.
, .

The University School students completed a unit (of unreported length)

on decimal fractions from their textbook. They had studied common fractions

prior to decimal fractions.

Pre- and poSttests on decimal.fractioni were written by the experimenter.;

Each of the parallel tests contained 23 items: three translations from

words to symbols, six comparisons,- five addition/subtraction, five multi-

plication /division, and four word problems. -Reliabilities were not

reported, although the tests Lre reproduced in an, appendix. The pretest

was also used as a.retention test (in Windsor School only) three weeks

after the posttest. A 20J-item survey, adapted from NLSMA, was used in.both

schools as a pretest and posttest and in Windsor School only as a retention

test. (The scoring of the items was not uniform, because of a varying

number of choices per item.) The survey is reproduced as art appendix. The

order of administration of the two instruments at each testing period was

not reported.

The calculator used was Sharp EL-8016R (four operations, square root,
, -

and percent-keys). It has floating decimal point and algebraic calculation

system. Each student in the calculator classes had her or his own calcula-

tor. Students in the two WindsOr School non-calculator classes were told

they would use the calculatOrs after the unit on decimal fractions.

.
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1

analysisof'each hypothesis was-by a t-test on gain scores.

The reported unit of analysis in all Cases was the individual student.
I

4. Findings

Fourteen hypotheses were teste414' At Windsor School' significant

gains were noted for pie-post comparisons of achievement 'for the calcu-

latOr students ( p< .05) and the non-calculator students (p < .05). A

. significant decrease in attitude wasl.noted for the non-calculator students

(p <.05), but no significant difference was noted for the calculator

students. In comparisons of subgrodps (gain scores in all cases), there
I

were no significant differences on achievement or attitude between calcu-

lator and non-calculator classes for either pre-post or post-retention

comparisons' between morning and afternoon classes for pre-post coMparisons,

or between boys or girls for pre-pdst compayisons.

All'four'Windsor School classes as a group were'compared to the two

University School classes as a group using pre-post. gain scores on

achievement and attitude. Neftherlcomparison.produced significant statistics.

Pre-post gain scores for achilevement and attitude were reanalyzed

separately for each of the four Windsor School classes. Achievement gainS

were significant (p < .05) for each class. Only one class, a non-calculator

class, showed a significant attitude. change (p .05),. and that change was

negative.

5. Interpretations

Students learned 'significantly -in both calculator and non-calculator'

modes. .Decimal fractions can be successfully.taught before common fractions.

There were no differential effects between modes.

Based on observations iiwas concluded that.(a) students.wbo used

calculators had more positiVe atitudes.than those that did not, (b) morning

classes.had higher achievement gaj,ns and more,positiveattitudeS than

afternoon classes, (c) boys rir gredterachievement gains than girls,

(d).girls had more positive attitudes than boys,(e) sixth - graders need very

close supervision, in the use of calculators, and (f) students need "more

.work with estimation in order to.use calculators effectively.

(
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Critical Commentary

The study contains serious methodological flaws. First, the unit of

analysis was incorrectly designated as.the individual student. For those

comparisons of a group with itself (4 of the.14 hypotheses), the individual

student is correctly the unit of analysis. For comparison of one group

against another (10 of the 14 hypotheses), the unit of 'analysis must be

.tbe class mean (N = 4 or N = 6), since the treatments were assigned to

classes rather than students. (For the ten hypotheSes affected by this

consideration, however, no Significant differences were reported.)

Second, the comparisons between the two schools are not legitimate

because, as the experimenter admits, the populations were not comparable

and treatments were not randomly assigned across schools.

Third, the us t_ of gain scores and multiple t-tests is suSpect, A

better experimental design should have been sought.

There are also some concerns about the conceptualization of the problem.

The two areas of investigation, calculators and sequencing of common and

decimal fractions, are not naturally related. There is not sufficient

rationale provided for the inclusion of both areas in one study. Too,

the reader loses confidence early on when the-overgeneraIizations of Piaget's

work are presented.

Finally, the-conclusions are too stiong and are tc., dependent on

i trends in ale. data and "observations". The experimenter doesn't seem to

want to believe the nonsignificance of the computed statistics. -

-Because of flaws in design, the study lacks credibility. The severe

limitations that must be placed on the reported findings and interpretations

Irender it virtually useless in furthering an understanding of the effects

of calculators.
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Eckmier, Janice: Logan. AN INVESTIGATION OF THE USE OF CALCULATORS WITH
LOW ACHIEVING 4TH GRADE:STUDENTS IN MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT AND ,

ATTITUDE. (University of Southern California, 1978.) Dissertation

Abstracts International 38A: 7109; June 1978.

Expanded.abstract and analysis prepared especial]y or the Calculator
Information Center by JOE.DAN AUSTIN, Rice UniverSity.

_1., Purpose

"The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of calcu-

lators on low achieving 4th gtade students' achievement in mathematics

computation: An additional purpose was to determine if student attitudes

toward mathematics were changed by the use of calculatorF. in the class-

room." (p.. 14)

2. Rationale

The investigator argues that it is logical to expect that calculators
A

would be particularly useful in the teaching of slow learners. The

reason for this is that slow learners:generally need immediate feedback'

and generally have Problems with.computation. 'The calculator has the'

potential of assisting in both of these areas.. ..The'inyestigator also

argues that the elementary grades seem particularly suited to using the

calculator'with slow learners. This is becauSe of both:the mathematics

curriculum and the formation of student attitudes toward mathematics during.

these grades. The investigator believes that "age nine, or 4th grade,

may prove to be a crucia age where calculators may have the greatest

affect on the achievement and attitude of slow learners." (p."43)

3. Research Design and Procedures

Stu-dents in six intact fourth-grade classes at four Schools were in

volved in this year-lo4g study. Classes were selected so two classes

- were chosen frOm each Of three levels'of socio-economic status (SES)

-low, middle, and high!-- based on\average family income. For each SES

one class (experiment 1) used calculators at least 50 percent of the

weekly class time for checking problems and doing other calculator assign-

ments. The other cl ss (control) did not use calculators. All six classes
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were taught by experienced teachers using the same tcxtbook. Initially

120 students were involved 1..n the study. However, during the year-long

study, tradsfers and extended, absences during testing reduced this,to

Further, the class sizes were unequal and ". . ..using

a table of randlom numbers,

sample size .

108 students.

II I

each classroom had to be

(p. 64) All analyses were

reduced

done 'On data

to an equal

from the

remaining 90. students.

Five pretest measures were administered. Four measures were

Metropolitan Achievement Tests (Reading Achievement, MathematicsComputa

tion,'Mathematics Concepts, and Mathematics Problem Solving). The other

was a Mathemaiics-Attitude measure. Except for the Reading Achievement

Test,.the same tests were given as posttests. 'No calculators were used on

any of the tests.

A two -way analysis-of variance was used in all analyses. The two

factors were SES (three levels) and Group or Treatment (two levels). The

initial comparability of classes was tested using the Reading Achievement

data. The evaluation of treatment effects was done on the gain scores

(posttest-minus pretest) for each of the other four variables.

4. Findings

All statistical tests were made at the alpha level of .05. No initial

differences between classes on SES or Grouping were found for Reading
1

Achievement scores. The analyses of variance on the gain scores did not

indicate significant treatment effects for the other measures -- Mathe-

matics Computation, Concepts, Problem Solving, and Attitude. The effect of

SES was significant in each analysis of gain scores except for Mathematics

ConceptS. .-(No additional tests were made on these differences.). None of

the interactions was significant.

5. Interpretations.

The investigator drew the following conclusions: (p. 102)

a. The use of hand-held calculators in the classroom does not improve

students' ability to compute, understand concepts, or solve problems.

b. Improvement of fourth graders' attitudes toward mathematics is not

positively affected by the classroom use of calculators..

c. The use of calculators does not differentially affect a specific
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level. of socio-economic status in the areas of academic achieve

ment'-or attitude change.

The investigator recommends that additional research should be done to

"attempt to discover what types of calculator activities are most appro-

priate for children at various ages." (p. 103)

Critical Commentate

Although this study lasted the entire school year, the investigator

does recognize many of the limitations of a study using intact classes.

The variety of achievement measures seems quite appropriate in preliminary

studies on the effects of using calculators in the classroom.

This'reviewer had a 'question concerning the random deletionof

subjects to achieve equal class sizes. Why was this necessary? Another

question concerns the rationale for using SES as a classification variable.

Although both the rationale for the study and the literature review (with

desk and.hand-held-calculator research considered) were very complete,

neither included. any discussion of SES.

One final queStion relates to the role of the investigator. Speci-

fically, what if special training or materials were provided the six

teachers before and/or duiing the study? If the teachers received no

special training or materials,. the results may suggest that simply using

calculators without altering the material or teacher training does not

- .necessarily produce the anticipated'imrovement in'performance and attl-

tude, of slow learners. If the teachers.did receive special training and

materials, theinvestigator's suggestion for further research on specific,

calculator activities would seem particularly. appropriate-.
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Fischman, Myrna T,eah. 'NEW YORK CITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' ATTITUDES
AND CONCERT LEARNINGS IN BUSINESS ARITHMETIC WHEN USING ELECTRONIC
CALCULATORS AS CONTRASTED WITH HAND CALCULATION. (New York
University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A:

774-775; August 1976. [Order No. 76-19,025]

Ekpanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator.
InformationCenter by DENNIS ROBERTS,' The.Pennsylvania State University.

1. Purpose

The intent was to determine if the use of electronic calculators

would.improve'the mathematics attitudes and business arithmetic achieve-

ment of New York City high school students.

2. Rationale.

The basic rationale offered was that students, especially lower

abilit5, ones, are frequently frustrated by the amount of failure they

encounter when working quantitative problems.directly involving.paper-and-
,

pencil manipulations with basic arithmetical operations: Such frustra-

tion leads to decreased motivation (attitudes) to want to work such

problems and hence, delays or retards the learning of.new"material

involving the basic operations. Calculators, especially-the.highly

efficient and accurate electronic ones, should substantially, reduce such

computational frustration and therefore improve attitudes towards mathe-

matics which, in turn, would improve busineSs arithmetic achievement.

The literature review included no studies where electrbnic calculators

were used, and was split fairly evenly between references to studies

involving mechanical devices and articles offering opinions about the

use of such aids in the-learning of mathematics. Hypotheses offered

were: ,There is a difference in attitudes towards mathematics for those

using calculators versus those who don't, and there is a difference in

business arithmetic skills and knowledge of concepts for those using

calculators during instruction (when used in the posttests) versus those

who. don't, but no difference in business arithmetic skills and knowledge

of concepts for those using calculators during instruction versus those

who don't when neither.group can use calculators'on the posttests.

Although' the hypotheses were not stated in a directional form, the
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implication was that instruction utilizing calculators would be benefi-

cial to attitudes, but only beneficial to arithmetical skills when

.students could continue to use the machines on the criterion measures.

3. Research Design and Procedures.

The procedures and results from both a pilot study and amain

investigation were presented- In the pilot study conducted during the

beginning semester of 1971, four business arithmetic classes were used:

two for the experimental condition (used calculators during the semester)

and two for the control condition (no classroom access to calculators).

Students' were pretested and poSttested with the New.York Arithmetic

Computation Test. During posttesting, students in the experimental

classes Lompleted.one posttest 'using the. calculator (Singer 1115, four

functions plus constant) anr'. an .alternate form by hand. Control students

worked only by hand. Attrition from pretest to posttest was nearly 50

percent for'both the experimental (57-130) and control (657=>37) classes.

The' main study was conducted over the entire.1972 school year. Sopho-

more students 'were assigned r'arAomly to six classes (about 180 students)

of-business arithmetic and then the classes were randomly assigned to

experimental and control'condictions. Attrition reduced the sample size

to about. 100 students at the end of the year. , Two teachers plus the

researcher conducted the classes -- each taught one experimental and one

control section. At the beginning of the year, all students were given

the Aiken Revised Math Attitude'Scale and the New York Arithmetic Compu-

tation Test. The classroom drill material consisted of problems involving'

that basic four arithmetic operations, with the experimental classeS

being taught how to use calculators and then using them-for drill,-while

the control students worked the same drill problems by hand. At the end

of the 'year, students were retested with the same measures plus the

departmental final examination that emphasized business arithmetic concepts.

However, students in the experimental classes (on alternate days)., worked

the computation test both by hand (one form) and with the use of the

calculator (second form). Control students only did hand work.

Analysis of -covariance was used with 'the attitudinal data, analysis of

variance for the computational data, and t-tests for the final examination

concepts test data.
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4. Findings

For attitudes, no differences were .found between the experimental

and control classes, or between the beginning and end of the school year.

For computations, experimental classes did better than the control classes

only when they were allowed to use calculators on the posttests. Also,

-there was beginning-to-end-of-year improvement for both groups, ,On the

concept-oriented final examinat )n, no differences were found between

the experimental and control groups.

5. interpretations

TwO possible explanations for the lack of finding attitudinal.dif-

ferences were given: first, the same form of-the attitude survey was

given during pretesting and posttesting, hence the memory effect produced

more consistency of response; second, students felt that giving positive

attitudinal responses might influence their grades and, hence, such-

responding could offset effects due to calculator use. No real explana-%

tion was offered for some of the no-difference findings on the cognitive

measures.

Critical Commentary

Three points of concern need to be considered when interpreting the

results from this study. First, attrition from the beginning to the end

of the study was nearly 50 percent, and. there were no data presented con-

cerning the type of student who dropped out4n both the experimental and

control groups. One might speculate that the weakest students left and

the remaining better students .would have benefited less from calculator

intervention. Second, use of calculators outside of the classroom is

still areal possible Contaminating factor even if students in the control

group say they don't have calculators in the home (which Fischman inquired

about).'' It would not_take that many control students using calculators

outside of class to "water down" the observable treatment effect. And

thtrd, and perhaps. most important, there seemed to be no attempt to inte-

grate carefully calculator usage into the business arithmetic instruction.

If calculators are to be maximally beneficial, it is important to show

students efficient ways to use them plus how calculators can add 'to the

problem-solving process.
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Hawthorne, Frank S. and Sullivan, John J. USING HAND-HELD CALCULATORS
IN SIXTH-GRADE MATHEMATICS, LESSONS. New York State Mathematics'
Teachers'. Journal 25: 29-31; January 1975.

l
Expanded abstract and analysis prepared, especially.for the calculator
Information Center by CLYDE A. WILES, India University Northwest.

1. , Purpose

This.was an open-ended exploratory study that, in the authorg'.words,

"was devoted to trying to discover how hand-held calculators could be used

to advantage during sixth grade mathematics lessons."

2: Rationale

No rationale is presented.

3. Research Design arld Procedures

The project began in October 1973 and extended throughout the school

year. Forty-eight students from the sixth-grade classes in two New York

communities were matched with other ,sixth-grade students presumably from

the same schools on the basiS"of age, sex, and total mathematics achieve-.

ment score.. The achievement score was based on the New York Mathematics

Test for Beginning Grade 6 administered in October 1973. This test has

scales for concepts, computation, and problem solving, and was administered

again in May to provide posttest comparisons.

The original two classes containing a total of about 68 students.

were provided with hand-held calduiatorayith four functions and floating

decimal point. -.The teachers of these classes were to try to discover

how (and if) the calculators could enrichupplement, support, .and moti-

vate the regular program. Teachers specifically were not to change the

programs to, fit the calculator and were to make sure thatthe use of

calculators did not cause a lost. of computational skill. The school

principals supervised the prroject. and all tests were to be taken without

using the calculator. Nothing of the experience of the students not in

the project is reported.

Although, standardized tests were administered, the authors agreed

that subjective reports of the teachers, authors,.and administrators would

I provide the primary measures for evaluation. The standardized tests were.

4 (,
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considered to provide a supportive, general screening type of evaluation.

4. Findings

The findings based upon subjective reports are not simply organized,

but include the following:

a. Students experienced no difficulty in learning to use the calcu-

lators.

b. A high level of student interest was maintained throughout the year.

c. Calculators were useful for checking answers.

d. Students. fotin&calculators "extremely helpful in woriing with

verbal problems."

e. Students were encouraged to explore topics not usually studied

extensively in sixth grade.

f. Students gave increased attention to deCimal fractions and the

relationship between common and decimal fractions.

Though the importance and value of the standardized test data were

discOunted, it was reported that the students using calculators had signi-

ficantly higher (p .02) scores for both concepts and computation, while

the performances for problem solving were virtually equal for both groups.

It was noted with some surprise that the standardized measure of

problem solving did not favor the calculator group, in spite of the evi-

dent enthusiasm of this group for solving and creating complicated verbal

problems during the course of the project.

5. Interpretations

The authors nutiously 'wrote that the design of the siudy.and_explora-

tive nature of the project prevented strong conclusions concerning the

effects of ca:-.ulators. They also point.to the enthusiasm of the teachers

and the novelty of the calculators as confounding variables.

It was concluded that "the calculator can be used to 'advantage in

sixth grade claSses," and while it'is not beliared that "calculators have

any, great inherent ability to support and motivate mathematical study" . . .

"with the'strong direction of capable teachers, much can be accomplished.".

Critical Commentary

Reactions to this exploratory study include:

a. This was a cautious exploration of the effects of simply making
. .

4i



calculators partOf the sixth-grademsthematics curriculum with-

out systematically modifying the content goals and objectives.

The interpretations of the study are supported by the data pro-

yided.

b. From a negative point of View, it Ls apparent (while the authors

do not say so) that certainly this use of calculators had no

deleterious effects on standard achievement measures.

c. The doubts expressed about unspecified similar advantages occuring

in primary. grades seem to be pure conjecture.

d. The lack of differences favoring the calculator group for problem

salving is interesting. The authors-offer no explanation or

conjectures about this unexpected finding.

I would hazard a conjecture.or two:

a. The,potivation to solve and create verbal problems was attributed

to the calculators themselves, but calcUlators were not allowed

during testing. It may simply be that the motivation to attempt

these or to persevere to a solution was removed with the calcula-

tors, and the loss of motivation simply resulted in laver scores,

b. O.r, it may be that the problems solved and created with great

. enthusiism had no substantive relationship to the verbal problems

on the achievement test.

.To clarify the matter we need to know the nature of the verbal problems

studied, solved, and tested. It may be that power testing at different

times with and without calculators and with problems of specified types

Would give insight into motivation factors.
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Hopkins, Billy Lynn. THE EFFECT OF A HAND-HELD CALCULATOR CURRICULUM
IN SELECTED FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS CLASSES. (Unpublished

. Doctoral Dissertation, University of ,Texas at Austin, 1978.)

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared espeCially for the Calculator
InfOrmation Center by EDWARD C.-BEARDSLEE, Seattle Pacific University.

1. Purpose

The study was designed to determine if the use'of a calculator-

based curriculum with a classroom set of hand-held calculators would

have an effect on student achievement in computation, achievement in

problem solving, and attitude towards mathematics.

2. Rationale

With the increased availability and decreased cost of hand-held

calculators, teacher§ are faced with many decisions regarding Classroom

use of these devices. Much of the previous research has been on the

use of hand-held calculators as a supplement to the regular curriculum,

not as an integral part of the curriculum.

The ninth-grade general mathematics course would be an appropriate

place to include.a calculator-based computation curriculum since many

students enrolled in a ninth-grade general mathethatics course (a) will

not be taking additional mathematics courses, (b).have negative atti7

tucks toward mathematics, and (c) lack the basic computational skills.

'Using a calculator may also free students from the burden of computation

and allow them to concentrate on the problem itself, which could imprOve

problem-solving ability. Hopkins reports that he could locate no studies

involving ninth-grade general mathematics that compared the non-use of

calculators withcthe use of calculators when an instructional curriculum

for using the calculator is provided, although there have been some

studies of this type with other subjects or grade levels.

3. -Research Design and .Procedyres

Ten hypotheses were-devOoped to test the effect of the calculator

on achievement, problem-solving ahtlity, and attitude toward mathematics.

The instruments used were: the computation portion. of the:Stanford Achieve-
.

ment Test, Intermediate Level I to measure achievement in computation;
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the Application portion of the Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate

Level II to measure achievement:in problem solving; and the PY407;

PY408, PY409, and PY410 scales of the Form 9151 Attitude Test, developed

by the School Mathematics Study Group to measure attitudes toward

mathematics.

The independent variables were the calculator' or non-calculator

designation of the treatment groups and the use or non-use of calculators

on the posttest. Concomitant variables were pretest means on computation

achievement, on probletz-solving achievement, and, in attitudes toward

mathematics. The dependent variables were posttest means on computation

achieveMent, on problem-solving achievement, and on attitudes toward

mathematics.

The experimental design was similar. to the type classified by CaMp-

bell and Stanley (1963) as a Nonequivalent Control Group Design.

Two parallel sets of instructional materials to teach estimation,

computation, and problem solving using the four arithmetic operations on

whole numbers to ninth -grade general mathematics studentS were.developed.

One, set of materials was designed to be used with a classroom set of

calculators and the other to be used with paper and pencil only. Both

sets of materials included extensive teacher guides and student pages.

The teacher's guide, included outlines of each lesson and examples for

teacher presentations. The unit (for both treatment groups) was designed

to,take 22 days of class time. The first two days and the last' two days

were devoted to achievement and attitude testing, leaving eighteen days

for instruction,

A pilot study was conducted during the summer of 1977. The pilot

study included the instructional materials and all of the pretesc and

posttest components. As a result of the pilot, the instructional materials

were revised.

Twelve classes of the Fundamentals of Mathematics course "Baiic

Mathematics" in a Texas urban district were assigned to one of two treat-
..

ment groups during the ,Fall Quarter of 1977. Six teachers participated

in the study, each having one class in the e-calculator treatment and one

class in the non-calCulator treatment. Three high schools were involved,

each having two participating teachers. One-hundred-sixty-seven students

were used in the study, 83 in the calculator treatment and 84 in the non-
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calculator treatment, . Students-in both groups were given pretests in

mathematics achievement and attitude. Both treatment groups were given

units of instruction on estimation, computation, and problem solving

using the four arithmetic operationson whole numbers. The calculator

group used a classroom set of hand-held calculators in instruction.

The non-calculator group used paper and pencil only. Posttests in

mathematics achievement and attitude were given to both groups. Half

Of each group took the achievement posttest with a hand-held calculator

as an aid. The other half of each group took the achievement posttest

using paper and pencil only. The result' .g data were analyzed using

analysis of covariance.

4.. Findings

Hopkins found no significant differences between the two treatment-

groups on computation achievement, but there,was a significant difference

in problem-solving achievement. Also, the group using calculators on

the posttest scored significantly higher on both computation achievement

and problem-solving achievement. There was an interaction effett between

treatment and calculator use on the posttest in problem-solving achieve-

ment. The group in the non-calculator treatment who took the Obettest

using a calculator scored higher in problem-Solving achievement than the

group in this treatment who took the posttest without a calculator. The

group in the calculator treatment who took the posttest with a calculator

scored lower in problem-solving achievement than the group in this treat-

ment who took the posttest without a calculator. ,

There was no difference between the two treatments on the attitude

measures.

5. Interpretations

No evidence was found to indicate that the use of a calcuia:or-based

curriculum will increase student achievement in computation. The results

indicate, however, that students would not be expected to lose skills. in

computation if they were given, instruction using hand-held calculators, as

gains in'tomputation achievement were consistent with gains of students

not using,calculators in instruction. The gains were consistent even when

calculators were not available on the test.
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Evidence was found to indicatef-that the use of a calculator-based

curriculum with a classroom set of hand-held calculators does have. a

positive. effect on student achieveMent in problem solving. Students

receiving the calculator treatment -did perform significantly better in

problem solving than students receiving the non-calculator treatment.

Based on the evidence of this study, the investigator concludes,

that the 'use of hand-held calculators in- instruction gives students in

ninth -grade general mathematics mare opportunity to deVelop problem-

analyzing and attack skills.

No evidence was found to indicate that the use of a calculator-based'

curriculum with a classroom set of hand-held calculators has an effect

on students' attitudes toward mathematics.

The following are implications for education, which Hopkins based on

the results of his study:

(a) Students in ninth-grade general mathematics can improve.their

skills in computation and problem-solving achievement using a

calculator-based curriculum in learning.

(lb) Students'in.ninth-grade general mathematics who use a'calculator-
..-

hased curriculum in learning may acquire greater achievement in

problem solving than students who use a non-calculator curri-

culum in learning.

(c) Students in ninth-grade general mathematics who are.allowed to

use hand-held calculators while taking tests achieve higher

scores in computation-and problem solving than students who are

not allowed to use calculators on tests.

(d) Students in ninth-grade general mathematics who use a calculator-

based curriculum in learning do not appear to lose computation

skills . when, tested using paper ;nd pencil only.

Critical Commentary

-.he result. that students with calculators performed better on the

posttest than those students without calculators should not be too sur-

prising. The computation portion of the Stanford Achievement Test was

not intended to be used with calcUlators. Once a student understands how

to operate a calculator, many of the computation exercises could easily.

be done: However, careful perusal of Hopkins' study leaves few questiong
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unanswered. -:The.hypotheses,design, and interpretations were carefully

done. To this abstractor, Hopkins' work represents one of the more

useful,.studies'in the area of.using calculators in instruction, because

he asked. some significant questions, piloted his.. study prior to the

final. investigation, then carefully analyzed and interpreted his results.

Hopkins' finding that calculators can help to. improve probleth-solving

skills is one that should stimulate additional researchers, as well as-

curriculum developers, to prepare calculator materials to teach problem-

solving skills.
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Hutton,-Lucreda Ann Williams. THE EFFECTS OF THE,USE OF MINI-CALCULATORS

pN ATTITUD AND ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHEMATICS. (Indiana University,

1976.) DI sertatidn'AbStradts International 37A: 4934; FehrUary

1977. [Or/der No. 77-3347]
S.

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator-
Information Ceinter by JAMES.j. HIRSTEIN, University of Illinois.

I -

1. Purpose

The purpose of the study is to investigate the effects of the use

of the mini-calculator on student attitude and achievement during a

segment of the second semester of a ninth-grade Algebra I course.

2. Ration.ele

There are conflicting opinions regarding the role of mini-calculators

in the mathematics classroom. There is disagreement among educators as

well as within the general public. Therefore, the effects of using mini-.

calculators'need to be established. All of the literature reviewed dealt

with u;ing calculators with low-achieving students. There is a need for

studies of using the mini-calculator with average and high-achieving

students._

3. Research Design and Procedures

The study was done using three teachers of Algebra I classes in two

schools in Indiana. Each teacher taught one control class and one class

with the calculator as a teaching aid (i.e., the use of a calculator was

incorporated imlo lectures). Two of the teachers also taught a class

using the calculator as a.student aid (i.e., the calculator was available,

but not explicitly used in insLru,:tion). The classes all covered a unit

On "powers, roots, and radicals" and the study was done during a four-week

period during the second semester.

A battery of three tests chosen from the NLSMA Population Y reports

were used as'a pretest,and repeated as a posttest after instruction. Two

_attitude Scares the Pro-math Composite and the Math--Fun vs. Dull, were

included. -Achievement was measured by one of the NLSMA MathethaticsInven-

tory forms; a.subscale concerning .roots, powers, and radicals was selected

from.the items for this.expetiment. .

.11
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Each teacher was considered separately in the analysis. For each of

the three tests,!the control group,was compared with each experimental

group on pretest scores using a t-test. Then a .similar t-test analysis

was done using gain scores (posttest minus pretest) en each scale. Sub-

jective comments were solicited ftom all :teachets and students partici-

pating.

Findings

None of the achievement scores, neither pretest nor gain, showed any

significant differences between the experimental and control calsses

of a single teacher. Only one attitude sclae, gain on Fun vs. Dull,

shhowed significance (p < .05) for one teacher in, favor of an experimental

(calculator as .a student aid) class.

Subjective statements by students indicated that they thought using

the calculator was enjoyable and helpful.- The teachers reported that the

calculators, seemed to motive students and that no instructional time

was lost in order to include the calculator component.

5. Interpretations
. .

Although none of the achievement gains statistically favors either

class, the greater gains were always made by the classes using calcula-

tors. This, along with student enjoyment, indicates a "judgment in favor

of calculator use in the mathematics Algebra I classroom." At least,

there is no evidence here to support banning calculators in AlgebraI.

Ciitical Commentary

A number of questions are raised about this study:

a. There-is no indication of baseline data for the attitude scales.

There is a set of pretest means with statistics to say the

class means do not differ, but do these numbers indicate good.

or bad attitudes before the treatment? This information is

critical for interpretation. It is.doubtful that .one month with

a calculator would affect. overall poor ma,hematics attitudes,

and-it is ridiculous to expect improvement of good attitudes.

b. Pretest data for achievement are not even reported.: There-is_no
;

way of comparing the classes with respect to entering knowledge.
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c. Little. attention was given to classroom variables. Treating

three teachers as three separate analyses does not control teacher

variables. Furthermore; no effort to monitor the teachers'

adherence to suggested classroom procedure is indicated.

d. There is a natural correlation between preteat, and.posttest

. scores that is ignored by treating Pretest and Gain in separate

.analyses. The design used in this study clearly calls for a

. repeated measures analysis..
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Jamski, William Donald. THE EFFECT OF HAND CALCULATOR USE ON THE
ACHIEVEMENT OF.SEVENTH GRADERS LEARNING RATIONAL NUMBER-DECIMAL-
PERCENT CONVERSION ALGORITHMS. (Indiana University, 1976.).
Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 4934-4935; February
1977. [Order No. 77-3349]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center. by J. F. WEAVER, The University of Wisconsin-Madison.

1. Purpose

It was the intent of this investigation "to determine- the effect

of the hand calculatol in assisting the middle school student who has

the prerequisite-skills in terms of achievement while learning the

various rational number-decimal-percent conversions algorithms . . . [and]

. . the interaction effect [if any ] between student ability and calculator

use" Also, "the use of the hand. calculator was to be compared on the

effect of achievement with the various conversions."

2. Rationale

. . . the topic in question, the conversion algorithms between

simplified rational numbers, decimals, and percents had not been explored

with respect to calculator utilization."

3. Research Design and Procedures

Participating students,were from six middle school'"Level II'

classes, thri!e of which were randomly chosen to be C (calculator) classes

and the other three to be'NC (no calculator) classes. All classes were

taught.by the same experienced teacher.

On the basis'of results from an eight-item pretest (NLSMA Form

7S -3, Test D, pertaining to whole-number division [with two-digit di-Vi

sors in seven of the eight items]), students within each class were par-

titioned into Hi, Mid, and Lo "ability" groups. This pretest was admin-

istered to 162 students approximately three weeks prior to the beginning

of a three-week instructional period.

Treatments during the instructional period were based closely upon

material in'Holt School Mathematics. Grade 7 (1974), covering six types of

conversions:

a. conversion from simplified rational to equivalent decimal form,
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b. conversion from decimal to equivalent'simplified rational form,

c. conversion from percent to equivalentdecimal form,

d,,conVersion from decimal to equivalent percent form,

e. conversion from percent to equivalent aimplitied r 6idll 1. 1-41111 dud

f. conversion from'timplified rational to equivalent percent form

(where simplified rational embraced that which many persons might term

"fractions" [or "fractional "] and "mixed" numerals expressed in "lowest

terms"), The essential difference in treatments between the C and NC

classes as the use of calculators (Rockwell 10R) in the development and

use of conversion algorithms by students in the C classes, with no.,

calculatort'being used in the NC classes.

A six-part pcsttest, .consisting of six items (exercises)'for'each.

of the six types of conversions, was administered at.the end of the

three-weak instructional period and re-given approximately five weeks

after its first administration. LC students were permitted to use calcu-

lators on the first but NOT on the second administration of the posttest.

Complete sets of test scores were available for 136 of the.165 students who

were pretested.

Data analyses focused upon these four null'hypotheses:

"H1: There is no significant difference in achievement among students

using hand calculators and those not using them."

"H2: There is no significant difference in achievement due to" the

interaction-,of student ability and hand calculator use."

"H3: There is no significant 'difference in achievement between

high-ability students not using hand calculators and those in the low-

ability group using them."

"H4: There is no significant differencein achievement approximately

one month after the post-test between the experimental group, not using .

hand calculators, and the control 'group.".

4. Findings

On the pretest there was no significant (a = .05) difference in

means between C-students' scores and NC-students' scores.

In order to "test" H
1

and H2, an independent 2 (treatment) x 3 (ability

level) ANOVA wasrun for each of the six conversion types, using as the

criterion mea.1.,,re the scores on the appropriate six-item part of the
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posttest (first administration). Only one of the six conversions (simplified

rational to equivalent decimal form) showed a significant main effect due

to treatment; each of the six conversions showed a significant main effect

associated with ability level; no significant interaction effects were

observed.

A significant difference was observed between LoC and HiNC performance

(first administration of posttest) for each of the six conversion types (H3).

In connection with E
4'

on the second administration of the posttest

no significant difference treween C and NC performance was observed for

any of the six-conversion. types..

"As a measure of reliability, two Pearson product-moment correlations

were computed between the post-test and re -test scores for each conversion.

One was done for NC and the other for C." The NC coefficients ranged

from .57 to .94; the C coefficients, from .55 to .78.

5. Interpretations

Based upon the criterion of-achievement (as measured by the instruments

used in this investigation):

. . , calculator use in general could not be judged-to be successful

with simplified rational-decimal-percent conversion algorithms."

"At this level and with this-type of topic . . . there was no reason

to segregate the use of hand calculators by ability groups. . ."

. . . the emphasis of calculator use with slow learners should not

be geared toward competitive achievement levels with superior students."

. . . hand calculatOrs did not provide the means to bridge the

ability gap among stududents with this topics."

Critical Commentary

I have many misgivings regarding this investigation, ranging from

..he choice of prerequisite ability" criterion, through the nse.of uni-

variate rather.than multivariate. analyses, to the investigator's.interpre-
,.

tations and implications of findings -- some of which are obscured.by the .

fact that page 64 of the dissertation was not. - included in the material

sent to University Microfilms for reproduction.

The following fact makes it impossible for me to even consider any

further comirrentary: Although 18 ANOVA tables are presented, nowhere .

td
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0

the exception of Table 23) in either the body of the research report or

its Appendixes can I find any concomitant data that give me a picture of

student performance; either by treatment or "ability" level for any of

the six conversion types, on either the first or second administration

of the posttest. Failure to include such information in a dissertation

is inexcusable and, I feel, professionally irresponsible.

4
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Jones, Idris Whitted. THE EFFECT OF THE HAND-HELD CALCULATOR ON MATHE-
MATICS ACHIEVEMENT, ATTITUDE AND SELF CONCEPT OF SIXTH GRADE
STUDENTS. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 1387; September
1976. [Order No. 76-19,855]

Expanded abStract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by CLYDE A. WILES, Indiana University Northwest.

1. Purpose

. The purpose of this study was td investigate the effects of.intrO-

ducing the hand-held calculator into the sixth-grade mathematics curri-

culum., While a number of sub-hypotheses were tested, including some

related to sex differencoq .:entral hypotheSis was:

There.. is no 'difference in the mathematics achievement, attitude

and self-concept of students using he hand-held calculator-

oduring thelearning period and students performing without,. .

2. Rationale

The decline of standardized test scores in mathematics and the easy

availability of inexpensive hand-held calculators were both noted. It

was conjectured that the introduction of these machines, in a systematic

and large-scale way, may improve the situation.. However, the probable

effects of such an action are not known. A review of current litterature

revealed evidence inadequate to support either course of action. Hence

the need for the study.

It was conjectured that, if introduction of the calculator increased

achievement, this in turn may have a positive effect on general attitude

toward arithmetic and self-concept.

3. Research Design and Procedures

a. Subjects ,

-The study involved the students from three sixth-grade classes in

one school in Norfolk, Virginia and three sixth-grade classes from

another in Portsmouth, Virginia. The population was characterized as

multi- ethnic and as from low to middle socio- economic status. They were

special in no other way. Two of the classes from each school were
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randomly selected to work with calculators'. 'All four of the classes

using calculators were identified as an experimental group, while the

children, of the remaining two classes were identified as a control group.

The experimental group thus contained 58 girls and 55 boys, %/hide the

control group consisted of 33 girls and 25 boy's.

b. Instruction

!,Lessons specifying objectives to be studied on given days were

created. There were 40 lessons and 41 instructional days thus specified.

The lessons all related to computations and applications of decimal

numbers and common fractions, with some attention to metric measures

and percent. Homework was assigned at parental insistence; homework

reflected the classwork. Calculators were not provided for homework,

however. All classes were to complete the same lessons except that

the classes in the experimental group were provided with one day for

orientation to the calculator. The experimental subjects were provided

with battery-operated, four-function, floating decimal point calculators

and were "encouraged'to use them as often as possible during the mathe-

matics class periods except for testing. The control classes were not

allowed to use calculators during class time.

It can be noted here that 10 of the control subjects later reported

using calculators for homework, but that the exclusion of their data had

no significant effects on the findings.

The six teachers were given a one-day orientation to the project

before it began and came to weekly meetings thereafter to insure that

instruction was proceding as planned. Teachers were to keep a record,

of the amount of time children actually used the calculators in the ex-

pvimental elasses, but these data are not reported.

c. Tests and Measures

Two forms of standardized achievement tests were used to measure pre-

and post-instruction achievement. These tests provide a computation score,

a mathematics concepts score, and a total mathematids score. The concepts

questions are identified as measures of "understanding of basic-numeration

and mathematical operations as well as knowledge and application of con-

cepts in measurement, geometry and problem solving." The computational

questions are said to measure "ability to add,'sUbtract, multiply and

divide whOle numbers." No specific mention is made of. either decimal or

common fractions.
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Attitude toward the learning of mathematics was measured by

Dutton's (1968) Attitude Toward Arithmetic Scale, and self-concept by

Piers (1969) Pierd-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale.

d. Analysis of Data

The data were analyzed by analysis of covariance using the pretest

achievement scores as covariates. Although there are dependencies among

the posttest concepts, computation, and total achievement scores, they

were analyzed independently. Independent analyses were also conducted

for the attitude and self-concept- scales. The independent variables

tested for significance were: experimental vs. control and boys vs. girls.

Some data from the attitude test could not be analyzed.in this way, and

these data were summarized in appropriate categories.

4. Findings

the experimental group had significantly greater achievement than ,the

control 'group,in terms of total achievement, computation, and concepts.

A significant difference for concepts scores was found within the

experimental group that favored the girls. No differences'were found

involving attitude or self-concept scores.

-Five items of the attitudinal test were open-ended. These data were

summarized but no clear findings came from them.

5. Interpretations

It was concluded that significant improvement in mathematics achievement

incliding both concepts and computation did occur. Moreover, the sex of

students was not a contributing factor except with concepts scores.

AttitUde and. self-concept were unaffected.

It was asserted that these findings support the contention that the

hand-held calCulator can be used as atool to

"(1) discover new ways of utilizing the instrument

(2) reduce boring, tedious drill and

(3) serve as .a motivational instrument."

Finally, it was asserted that "the most important use . . '. gleaned

from the experiment was that the hand-held calculator could be used to'

personalize instruction." A number of recommendations then are offered

for further research, noting pointedly that "further research is needed
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before making major decisions relative to complete usage of the hand-

held calculator."

Critical Commentary

This study seems to have arisen out of an administrative need to

make a. decision about large-scale introduction of calculators into the

mathematics curriculum of the elementary school. The answer provided

by this study is ,.. definite "maybe". The administrator or researcher

drawing information from this, study should note a number of factors:

a. The clear statement of instructional intent and time devoted to

each.lesson and concept are most helpful in understanding any

action research project and this 'is 'no exception.

b. The use of measures of indirect 'outcomes is to be commended

to all. Although no differences were found in any of those

investigated here, that alone can be an important finding.

c: This reviewer was troubled.by a number of thing's, but primarily

by a. serious doubt about tet validity. One wonders how the test

measures the objectives taught. The overlap of the test content

with the content of instruction is apparently small. The compu-

tation test measures only whole number operationS,while the

ins ruction was. chiefly concerned with decimals and common.

fractions. It is not clear that the concepts test dealt fairly

with instructional content, either. It may be that the achieve-.

ment test was inaccurately or incompletely described, but if not,

the implications of the study should be adjusted in some way.

d. Whatever the differences really were, what is the real cause?

The 'Hawthorne effect was "deemed inappropriate" for consideration

in this study, but, ten subjects from the control group admitted

using calculators at home, and the final conclusions oftheatudy

glow with considerations commonly associated with novelty and

variability. One wonders how many of the children in the experi,-

mental group obtained or used calculators apart from the controlled

situation.

é. Why were sex differences investigated and what is to be made of

the one apparently untnterpretable finding?.

f. Statistics customarily repOrted for ANCOVAs are not presented.
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The obvious dependencies among the various variables are not

noted,,much less discussed. The' analysis was done with indivi-

duals as the unit of observations without even noting the

hazards associated with this It seems probable that the

analysis was based upon expert advice, but that the rationale

for it was not appreciated. All this places additional limita-

tions upon the findings and interpretations of the study.

Finally, it seems to this reviewer that the interpretations and

recommendations of this Study, while consistent with the findings,

should be acted upon with great caution. The administrator or teacher

favorably disposed to introducing calculators into the curriculum is

encouraged by this study. However, the author's call for further inves-

tigation is well made.
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Kasnic, Michael James. THE EFFECT OF USING HAND-HELD CALCULATORS ON
MATHEMATICS PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITY.AMONG SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
(Oklahoma State University, 1977.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-
national 38A: 5311; March 1978. [Order No. 7801276)

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information. Center by DONALD J. DESSARTi' The University of Tennessee-

Knoxville..

1. Purpose

The primary purpose of this study was'to determine whet fa

the use Of hand-held calculators in the classroom would lead tP

improvement of the mathematical problem-solving ability among 1.43..",-

grade students:

2. Rationale

Hand-held calculators are rapidly becoming a popular tool for

computation in nearly all walks of life. Their use in the school is

almost a foregone conclusion. The primary interest at the present.Lime_

is the discovery of their most effective uses with children. Since

problem solving is a much-sought-after goal in schools, it is most

reasonable to study the usefulness of hand-held calculators in promoting

the problem-solving abilities of children.

3. Research Design and Procedures

In this study, four schools were randomly selected from among

13 schools. in a large suburban school district. All of the sixth graders

in the four schools were tested for problem-solving abilities with the

California Achievement Test, Level 3, Form B, Mathematics Concepts and

Problems subtest. These students Were.then classified into one of three

. ability'levels: low, average, or high.- Ten students were randomly

selected from each of the ability levels rn. each .of the four schools for

participation in the experiment.'

At this point the four schools were randomly assigned to one of the.

following usage groups:

a. To use calculators for practice but not on the posttest.

b. To use calculators for practice and also for the posttest.

c. To use paper-pencil only for practice and also for the posttest.
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d. To act as a control by not practicing problem solving but taking

the posttest.

The treatment consisted of the students studying a series of prO-

gressively more difficult problem-solving questions which were desIgned

to improve their problem-solving skills. The total treatment covered

nine 50-minute sessions, which was followed by an 86-item problem-solving

posttest. The posttest was made up of items which tested the ability of

students to determine which computational procedures were necessary to

solve the problems as well as the ability to carry out the computations.

These were subjected to separate analyses.

The analysis of the data included determining Pearson product-

moment correlations between the number of completed practice problems'and

the number of correct responses on the posttest, calculating a treatment-

by-levels analysis of variance F ratio among the groups with the posttest

scores, and finding non-correlated t scores to determine whether or not

differences existed between the group using calculators on the posttest and

the remaining three groups.

4. Findings

The analysis of the data resulted in the following findings:

a. The use of the calculators with practice problems did not result

in the students completing more practice problems than those who

did not u:a calculators.

b. The more practice problems completed by students with calculators

the more likely they were to solve problems on the posttest.

c. The use of calculators by high and average ability students on

the posttest did not result in their solving more problems than

corrlirable students who did not use calculators on the posttest.

A similar finding was true for low ability students.

d. The use of calculators did result in 'average and low ability stu-

dents solving a greater number of questions that determine compu-

tation than comparable students who did not use calculators.

e. The high ability control group solved a significantly greater

number of problems than every lc1 ability group except the low

:ability group who used calculators on the posttest.
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'5. Interpretations

A most comforting conclusion of this study deals with the results

for low-ability students in which it was foUnd that the use of the

calculators helped them in competing more successfully with higher ability

students. The disappointing conclusion that calculators did not appear

to substantially aid average and high ability students may temper the

claims of those advocates who may overvalue the hand-held calculator. as

a classroom tool.

Critical Commentary

This study represents a very careful design in which many of the flaws

common to much of educational research have been removed. Randomization

was employed exceedingly well, and the treatments were meaningful and

"carefully controlled. Perhaps the most serious concern is the very short

treatment time, as nine 50-minute sessions provide insufficient time to

observe any but transitory effects. It would seem that the investigation

has uncovered a promising finding in relation to.low-ability students;

perhaps more time could be spent in pursuit of that lead by other researchers.
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Laursen, Kay William. USE OF CALCULATORS IN HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS:
A STUDY. COMPARING ACHIEVEMENT, ATTITUDE AND ATTENDANCE OF GENERAL
MATHEMATICS STUDENTS WHO USED CALCULATORS WITH7-S3`UDENTS WHO DID NOT.
(Brigham Young University, 1978.) Dissertation Abstracts Inter-

. national 39A: 733; August 1978. [Order No. 7813828]

-Expanded abatract ant' analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by GRAYSON WHEATLEY, Purdue University.

1. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of.calculator

use by high school general mathematics students on achievementattitudes,

and attendance.

2. Rationale

Since low-cost calculators are readily available, educators and

narents are embroiled in a controversy. over the.use of these technological.

wonders in schools. This study was undertaken to, proVide information for

eduCators on the effect of calculator use in high school general.mathema-

tics classes.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Eighteen general mathematics classes (505 pupils) from five Utah

high schools were identified, with.nine classes assigned to a calculator

treatment and nine serving as a control. Availability of calculators at

the high school level and teacher interest were-factors in the assignment.

. Data from 64- percent of:the pupils were available for analysis.

The students in the experimental group (E) were provided with four-

function calculators to be used as an aid to complete assignments, and

work test problem's. The control group studied the same. content'(whole

numbers, decimal and fraction computations, percents, interest, consumer

applications,-and measurement), but without calculators. The treatment

period extended over the Fall:semester, 1977-78.

A 65-item multiple-choice mathematics achievement test (KR-20 coef-

ficient = .92) written by the experimenter was used as a pretest and a

posttest. The Mathematics Attitude E Scale (Aiken, 1974) also was used

as. a pre- and post-,measure. The mean number of absences for each class
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was computed. The experimental group used calculators on the posttest

but not the pretest.

A 2 x 2 (Treatment, Sex) analysis of covariance with the pretest

scores as the iriat. 'is applied to the mathematics achievement post-

test scores. IL as the experimental unit. The

attitude data were analyzed i- it manner. Attendance data were

analyzed by 'a 2 x 2 i'reatment x Sex) analysis of variance with number

of absences in first 80 treatmen t. days as th. lependent variable.

4. Findings

The experimental group score signiflanti... higher than the control

group [F(1,320) = 35.28, p < .01], My sex difference and interaction

were nonsignificant. There was no LI it difference in.attitude, but

there was a significant sex ,lifforence in favor of males [F(1002) =

13.82, p < .011. There were no significant attendance differences. After

the study, five of the six experimental group teachers stated that they

would prefe/7 to teach general mathematics with calculators.

5. Interpretations

The use of calculators by general mathematics students resulted in

significant improvement in achievement. The difference was attributed to

the elimination of. computational errors and increased willingness of the

students to attack more complex problems, both made possible by the

calculator. The calculator does not change.attitudes towards mathematics.

On the basis of these findings, the. author recommends that 'calculators

be made available to general mathematics students. The author recommends

that a similar study be conducted with two experimental groups, one being

tested without the calculator.

Critical Commentary

The findings of this study must be interpreted with great care. As

the author notes, the absence of an experimental group that took the

achievement test without calculators obviates the cause of the,posttest

treatment difference. Was the difference due to treatment or was it due

to calculator availability? Actually, for both E and C, the achievement

test gains were small for a semester-long treatment. An examination of
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the pre- and posttest means found in the appendix reveals that for C the

gain was 6.7 and for E it was 10.6. Thus we see that the E group had

only four .pore problems correct than the C group. Given that they had

the advantage of a computing device during testing, this difference

may not be educationally significant. The use of an inappropriate

experimental unit (individual instead of class), together with the absence

of random assignment, further clouds the interpretation. Of major

importance is the type of use made of calculators in mathematics classes.

We will not have gained much if the calculator only serres as a substi-

tute for computation and an answer-checker, while the curriculum otherwise

remains the same. It is critical that the effectiveness of calculators be

judged with a. curriculum incorporating calculators as an instructional tool.
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Lawson, Thomas James. A STUDY OF THE CALCULATOR'S AND ALTERED CAL-
CULATOR'S EFFECT UPON STUDENT PERCEPTION AND UTILIZATION OF AN
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM. (State University of New York at Buffalo,
1977.) Dissertation Abstracts International 39A: 647; August
1978. [Order No. 7813985]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by GRAYSON WHEATLEY, Purdue University.

1. Purpose

The purpose of the study was two-fold: (a) to determine the effect

of calculator use on students' desire and ability to estimate as part of

a problem-solving strategy and (b) to ascertain students' perceptions of

the educational value of calculators.

2. -Rationale

With the widespread use of calculators in schools, Critics argue

that students will lose the ability to compute and become too dependent

on the calculator. Since most persons rank estimation.as an important

mathematical ability, information on the effect calculators have on

estimation. is needed. Further, specific' methods of teaching estimation

skills should be evaluated.

3. Research Design and Procedures.

The sample for this study consisted of 271 seventh -grade students

from a suburban-rural junior high school.. Students were randomly assigned

to one of three treatment groups: (a), a group-that was restricted to

paper- and - pencil methods, (b) a group that used calculators to compute,

and (c).a group that used calculators with the operation keys masked.

Within ech treatment group, three ability levels' were determined using

the New York State Pupil Evaluation Program computation scores.

The criterion for inclusion was previous demonstration of a minimal

:competency (80 percent) knowledge of place value and computation in the

decimal numeration system. [Thr,. reviewer does not understand how this

criteria could have been applied.] . The procedures were as follows: All

students were taught estimation skills during mathematics class for a

three-day period. The data collection occurred during one class period

five days after the last estimation lesson. Pupils were randomly assigned

a

,
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to one r three treatment groups: calculator, altered calculator, or

paper and pencil. All students took a 20-item decimal number estimation

test without calculators (pretest), then worked 16 problems by the method

designated (calculator, altgred calculator, or paper and pencil),

followed by a 20-item decimal estimation posttest (a reordering of the

items in the pretest). The pretest consisted of five addition (316.7 +

453.9), five subtraction (84.6 - 17.7), five Multiplication (6.3 x 7.9),

and five divis!on problems (50.6 t 0.4).

The entire data collection duration varied from twenty to forty

minutes, including pretest, treatment, and posttest. It can then be

inferred that the "treatment" lasted from five to ten minutes.

It is reported that a two-way MANOVA model was used for data analysis.

The study reports analyses for ability and treatment in separate tables,

with no mention of interactions. Further, the univariate results are

interpreted with no mention of the multivariate F ratios. For the ability

analysis; eight subtest variables are entered (pre-post scores) for each

operation, while for the treatment analysis four change scores are treated

as the dependent measures. Subsequently, pre and post time to completion

are analyzed independently for ability and treatment. The number of

errors on the interim experience were also analyzed using multivariate

techniques. In the two days following the posttest, a total of 29 students

from the calculator and altered calculator groups were interviewed to

ascertain their reaction to the experience and calculators in education.

Findings

The reported findings of this study were:

a. :Students of better computational ability tend to be better

estimators (p < .001).

b. There was no difference between the mean change scores of the
,

three treatment groups.

c. The use of unaltered calculators resulted in fewer.computational

errors on the interim experience. -----

d. Students with or without calculators do not generally use skill

of estimation to verify answers regardless of the computational

method (paper and pencil or calculator).
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e. Through pupil interviews it was concluded that the seventh-

grade pupils have a perspective on the limitations of the cal-

culator equivalent to that of adults.

5. Interpretations

The interim experience did not result in improved estimation scores.

Pupils provided with calculator-assisted interim work experience, using

either regular or altered calculators, did not significantly improve

their estimation performance over those who simply computed using paper

and pencil. The researcher'suggests that a longer experience might have

a positive effect on estimation scores. Pupils are limited in their

ability, to estimate by their computational ability. The use of calculators

did reduce the number of computational errors made on the interim experi-

ence. Results from the pupil interviews suggest that seventh-grade pupils

recognize the limitations of calculator use, feel that one should not be- -

come dependent on calculators, and are likely to make sensible' uses of

calculators.

Critical Commentary

This study is seriously flawed in conceptualization, design, and data

analysis. Further, the report is so sketchy that the reader is hard pressed

to know what happened and how the data were analyzed: The entire.study.

was conducted in the 20 to 40 minutes of a single class period. dreat

care must be exercised in interpreting, findings based on such a brief

period of time. It seems particularly inappropriate to attempt an evaluation

of calculator use based on, at most, 40 minutes of experience.

The rationale for including an altered calculator treatment is not

made clear. it is difficult to see how value can be derived from having

pupils compute with a calculator where the operation keys have been masked.

It appears from the report that multivariate techniques have been

misapplied.. Interpretation of univariate F values are made without reference

to multivariate values. No mention is made of any interaction. In fact,

it. appears that ability, treatment, and time are analyzed separately.

There are numerous other probleMs in this study. Extreme caution must

be used in viewing conclusions based on this study.

O

'
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Lenhird, Rodger William. HAND-HELD CALCULATORS IN THE MATHEMATICS CLASS.--
,ROOM AT STUART.PUBLIC SCHOOL, 'STUART, NEBRASKA. .(i4ontana State Uni-

versity, 1976.) Dissert,01.on Abstracts International 37A: 5661;

-March 1977. [Order N 4974]

, Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for,the Calculator
Information, Center by MARILYN N. SUYDAM, The Ohio State University.

1. Purpose

The inteni,was to determine whether mathematics students in grades

7 through 12 performed better op concepts or computation or changed atti-

tudes by using hand-held calculators,on\tests,

n

.2., . Rationale

,Calculators are becoming apart of life for Many students today.

Prices'have declined. .Thereforeteachers should plan.carefully designed

experimental programs.usi g the'calculato:s in mathemitics.classrooms.

The review of literature cited some [random] references in innovations in

mathematics (teleViSion; unipacs,'childrea's literature, retesting, and

mathemAtics laboratories, with little indication of the relationship of
.. ..

these-topics to calculators), attitudes,, , an use of ,calculators.topics
..
..:,,, :0

-Research Deisgn and Procedures

-,_The studywas conducted during, the first semester of 1975-76 in

Stuart (Nebraska) 1-ligh School. All stud#nta we:e expOsed calculators

during the first week; they could practice4withcalculators dUring free

time in the second week. ',EaLh mathematics class in grades 7-12 was

randomly .divided' into two groups; the groups alternated using APF Mark 26

calculators (foul` oPefatiohs,, percentage key, memory) on tests administered

in .each class. F011oWitig each test, the Aikr1-Dreger. Attitude Scale (r = .94

Was administered. Involved were

.N

Math 7 . , '29

%
Math-8 26

General Mathematics 14

Algebra I 1 21.

Business Mathematics, 15

Algebra -II 1a

Geometry 10

Trigonometry 2

A.25 students 0:

teats type,

10 teacher-made
9' teacher- made

8 accompanying text
8 .accompanying text,

8 accompanying text

8 teacher-,made

'8 accompanying text
8- teacher-Made

_ .4
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.

Pre- and posttests measuring mathematics concepts andcomputation were:

grades 7-8

grades 9-10 .Stanford Tests of Academic Skills, Level II.

srades'11-12 Stanford Tests of Academic Skills, Level II

Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test, Level II, Form W

Reliabilities for these tests ranged from .90 to .98.'

Scores were compared with the t-test for independent samples and,

when -appropriate, the F-test and Duncan's test for multiple comparisons.

Students were observed to ascertain if they checked their

they had any unusual reactions as they, took tests.

work or if

4. Findings

Sixteen null' hypotheses were tested. No significant differences were

found between experimental and control groups on (1) test scores,

(2) number of.concept' errors, (3) number of computational errors, (4) atti-

tudes toward mathematics, (5) time to finish test, (6) rank of students,

(10) concept errors of poorer students, (11) computational errors of

poorer students; and (12) cttitudes of poorer students. When poorer

students (T scores less than 45) were compared with better students (j.

scores greater than 55) on (7) number of concept errors, (8) number of

computational errors, and (9) attitudes toward mathematics, thepoorer

students scored significantly lower. When grade levels were compared,

no significant differences were found on (13) test scores and (14)

concept errorsi on '15), number of computational errors', the

found,in grades 8 and 12; on (16),

to 41 minutes was significant.

On the standardized test adminiStered pre- and'post7treatment,

significant differences were found in Math 7 for concepts, decimals and

pertentage, and number.facts; all subttsts in Math 8; and tests in Algebra

General Mathematics, Business Mathematics, and Algebra.,

Ob3ervations indicated that very little checking was done; the

bettet students checked -stork whether they had calculators or not, while

the poorer students tended not to check work. No unusual readtions'during

time to finish test, the

number Of

fewest were

range of 17

..testing were noted.

5. Inaterpretations
0

Had the study been conducted for a longer period of time, there might

have been .a significant.diffeence in test performance. The calculator

t.
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should have been motivational. However, the better students were

interested in all phases of mathematics, while the disinterested

remained disinterested. Differences in mathematic& background and,

interest of students were considered reasons for subtest and grade

level findings. °A larger population, control of teacher effect, use of

distinct experimental and control groups, and equal-sized enrollments

were suggested as possible ways to improve the study.

Critical Commentary

That there were flaws in this study seems obvious. In, addition to

thcise suggested by the resarcher could be noted, for instance, (1) the

administration of attitude scales fallowing . achievement tests, without

note of the. potential influence of the first on the second; (2) the use.

of nine tests in one clasS, so that experimental and control testings

were not equal; (3),lack of any information on the content of the test

or what use of calCuiators was made on them; (4) the exceedingly small

N in two classes; (5) the random rationale and review of literature,

whith seemed symptomatic of the'lack of depth in the study. This was

action research, conducted with an.available population as they used a

new tool. The results must be accepted within severe limits.

7
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LoWerre,:,George Scandura, Alice M..; Scandura, Joseph M.; and
Veneski, JacqUeline. USING ELECTRONIG.CALCULATORS WITH THIRD
AND FOURTH GRADERS: A rEASIBILITY STUDY. School Science and
Mathematics 78: 461-464;-'0ctober 1978.

Expanded abstract and analysis preparedespecially for the Calculator
Information:Center by ROBERT E. REPS, University of Missouri-Columbia

1. Purpose-

An experiment with third anc fourth graders was designed to answer

the folloWing questions.:

'(a) Which standard mathematics topics can be taught most effectively

using the hand-held calculator?
.

(b) What implications does the hand-held calculator have for problem-

solving situations?

(c) What new mathematical topics can be successfully introduced via

the calculator?

Rationale

No explicit rationale is provided. This research is a sequel to a

series of four mini-experiments conducted by the authors which explored

ways to use electronic calculators with children aged 5-7 during the

summer of 1974. Implicit in the article is the fact that hand-held. cal.-

.culators will have a major impact on the mathematics curriculum. Further-

more, investigations of third- and fourth -grade mathematical topics and

'their interaction-with hand calculators need to be done if futulp curri-

culum are td reflect this tpol.

3,. Research Design and Procedures

A ten-week experimental study involxiing pre- and posttest measures

on the Metropolitan. Achievement Test (MAT) was. done in'the fall of 1974.

During this period these students were given 32 instructionai sessions

(30 -60 minutes in, length) over a range of both standard and non-standard

mathematical topics.

4.. Findings

,Only descriptive, statistics were reported, with. gains in grade. level

equivalents ranging from zero in problem solving for one student to one
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year and nine months for the same student in computation,

5. Interpretations

'Tentative answers to each of the three questions stated in the

purpose are offered.. Some interesting observatic .s are repOrted, but

they are not abstracted here because they rely completely upon the,

authors' subjective judgment rather than on any empirical evidence that

was reported.

Critical Commentary.

This investigation would have been ideal for a case.study that

allowed for careful observation and collection of selected data from the

students. However, it was treated like the classical experimental study

with pre and post measures. Given a sample of size three, this design

prevents all but very gross interpretations of the data. In particular,

it is hard to understand why the investigators relied completely on the

problem-solving portion of a commercial standardized test when much more

sensitive*m2asures of problem solving exist in the mathematics education

community. Only problem-solving performance on a paper-and-pencil test

was exanined, yet other aspects of problem solving, such as the process

dimension, deserve attention.

Some of the instructional topics were listed. More details for

their development ,-Yould help this reader appreciate the nature and

sequencing of the lessons: For example, one topic is described as "area ".

Without,some elaboration,, it is impossible to appreciate the capability,

of the calculator in developing this topic. The authors report that

"throughout the ten week period, a great deal of time was spent reviewing

and-practicing-the arithmetic operations with whole numbers and decimals."

What does this mean? How much is a great deal of time? How were the

calculators used in reviewing and practicing the operations? Without

answers to such questions, it is impossible to get a feel for the instruc-

tional lessons which must be clearly understood if the findings are to be

meaningful.

The authors cite several limitations of this study, including the

small sample size (three students); the atypical teaching-learning environ-

ment; and the measurement instrument, MAT, which relies heavily on com-
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putation and, by the authors' acknowledgement, was not a valid measure

of mathematical performance. In light of the latter limitation, why

was the MAIH.ised at all? No rationale for its selection was provided.

Were the instructional lessons in lieu ofthese-students' regular mathe-

matics prOgramOr in addition to it? How were the students selected?

Why-was no control group- used?

Question 1 is an important.research question that deserves careful

attention: However, there are no results from this study that address

theissue of "which topics can be-taught most effectively." This ques-

tiOn requires comparisons involving instructional options and none were

involved here. The very best that these results provide is an existence

that certain topics can be developed via a calculator. Unfortunately,

the descriptions of the procedures.are too sketchy to allow the reader to

understand ha..- the calculator was used to.develop any of the topics. .

The answers offered for questions 2 and 3 are tenuous indeed, given the

design and procedures for the study. Answers to such questions, if

definitive 'answers do exist, will only .be the re6ult of carefully con-

trolled-longitudinal research.

,



Miller,. Donald Peter. EFFECTIVENESS OF USING MINICALCULATORS AS AN
.-: INSTRUCTIONAL AID IN DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT AND SKILL OF LONG

DIVISION -AT THE .FIFTH GRADE LEVEL. (The Florida State University,
'1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A: 6327; April
1977. [Order No..77-8607]

EXpanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by J. F. WEAVER, The University Of Wisconsin7Midism.

1. Purpose

One intent was "to determine the effectiveness of using minicalcu-

lators.as an.aid in developing the concept and skill of long division"

(involving two-digit divisors at.the fifth-grade level). A second intent

was "to determine how the use of minicalculators in this way will.affect

the prerequisite skills needed for the process."

2. Rationale

"Recent research related to the teaching and learning of long

division has been concerned primarily with, comparing the subtractive and

the distributive approaches at the fourth grade level. At the same time, .

formal studies concerned with the difficulties_encountered in the con-

tinued development of the process in grade five appear to have been

non-existent. .

. . . If the use of minicalculators as an aid in developing long

division can be demonstrated to be effective, then mathematics educators -

will have an additional tool for attacking this difficult process."

3. Research Design and.Proceilures

Campbell and Stanley's (1966) quasi-experimental nonequivalent con-

trol group design was extendei to involve four groups of students formed

by a partitioning of two intact fifth-grade classes:

.HE (high experimental; N = 12) 01 X
1

0
2

',HC (high control; N = 13)
01

X
2

0
2

LE (low experimental; N = 12) 0
1

X
3

0
2

LC (low control; N = 10) 0
1

X
4

0
2



Of 02 were identical: a 28-item test, constructed and used

originally by BroWnell (1951, 1953), consisting of seven -,altiplication

exercises, seven subtraction exercises, and l' division exercises involv-

ing o e-digit divisors:. Scores- on 0
1
were used to partition students in.

each of the two intact classes into two groups: Iligh.(raw scores greater

th 14) and lOw (raw scores less than 15); and a flip of a coin decided

ich class would'provide the.experimental (calculators used) groups,

with students from the other,claSs providing the control (no calculators

used) groupS.

Each treatment consisted of twelve 50-minute periods of instruction

based upon materials developed by'the.investigator tb be consistent with a

subtractive. approach to the division algorithm, although from all indi-

cations this was not the approach used previously by.students in grade 4

for their, work with one-digit divisors. The "high" and "low" treatments

were'diStinguished on the basis of "the degree of maturity tc which the

division algorithm was developed," with the two-digit divisors for. the

loW.grot,s being restricted principally to those that were multiples of 10.

Instruction pertaining to X3'and X4 was provided by the'regular

classroom teachers (each with more than 10 years of teaching experience).

Instruction pertaining to X
1
and X

2
was provided by an undergraduate

elementary education major who had a special interest in mathematics.

Three training session for the.;e teachers were conducted. by the investi-

gator, with additional meetings scheduled on the fifth and ninth days

of the instructional period.

Forgroups HE and LE, one instructional.perird pertLining to the

use of a-calculator -(Rockwell 8R) for whole-number addition, multiplication,

subtraction, and'repeated subtraction was provided on the day following 01,-;

prior to beginning. the instructional treatments.

A procedure was devised wherebytwo obServers (undergraduate students).

noted and recorded frequency of calculator use by students in the HE and

LE groups.

All tests-were administered by the investigator, with 0
2

and 03 /0
4

being made on consecutive days immediately following the 12-day ir..6'truc-

tional period. 0
3

and 0
4

involved 18 division exercises, prepared by the

investigatLr to reflect the instructional delimi':ations that distinguished

the'high and low treatment groups. Groups HE and LE-did not use. calculators
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on .either the 0
2

or the 03/04. tests.

Data were analyzed principally on the basis of separate ANCOVAs far

- HE vs. HC groups and LE vs. LC groups, using .02 and P3 or 0
4
as criterion

measures and 0
1
along with the total mathematics scores on the McGraw-

Hill Comprehensive Test of Basic SkillS, Level 2, Form S, 'as covariates.

("All test items were,. graded on the ,basis of. right or wrong.")

4.. Findings

On 02, no significant difference in performance was observed between

groups HE and HC; however, a significant difference ( a = .05) was ob-

served between groups LE and LC (favoring the former).

On 0
3'

no significant difference in pe-formance was observed between

gmxips HE and HC; however, on 04 asignific. difference ( a = .05)' was

observed between groups LE and LC (favoring the former).

LE students used calculators either to find or check answers about

two out of every three times they were.observed; HE students used calcu-

lators either to find or check answers about two out of every five times

they were observed. In both LE and HE groups, use of calcUlators to find

answers was observed more frequently in the first day(s) of the instruc-

tional period than during the..latter days of that-period.

5. Interpretations

". . . the supr)rtive use of calculators was effective in helping

theexperimental students to focus their attention.on the algorithm rather

than on the calculations involved. ,It\appears- that the -Lalculator was

particularly helpful to the students in the low experimental gioup.

Analysis.of-the test results'for this group clearly indicated that these

students had a better understanding of the process than did the'low-
\

group. students who Ilad.worked through the same materials without the aid

of. calculators. This result, if substantiated by further research,

implies that the use of calculators, along with materials designed for

their'use, may enable students to learn long division while they are

simultaneously gaining mastery of the prerequisite skills."

.Critical Commentaa

There is no need to discuss Obvious limitations that are associated

"1
f
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with an investigation in which'four treatment groups are formed from two

intact classes at the same grade Level within the same school. I.therefore

turn to other things.

a. It is unfortunate that posttests were restricted to those admin-

istered immmediately following a relatively shore (12-day) instructional

period. Would findings have been the same if post. measures were taken

again after some'lapse of time? Or if taken after a jonger instructional

period?

b. Since groups that were compared did not differ significantly with

respect to the pre .measures (01 and the Comprehensive Test of Basic

SKills), why both to use ANCOVAs rather. than ANOVAs? (As Well Might be

expected, on the'criterion measures the differences between raw and

adjusted means were of trivial magnitude, to say the least.) The reason.

for using ANCOVAs was not explicated by the investigator.

c. I fail to see how.the data give any valid information about

.development of the concept of "long division" and understanding of the

process. 0
3

and 0
4
were measures of computational skill only; Low

scores on such tests might be construed to imply a low level of compre-

hension; but high scores- do not necessarily imply a high level of compre-

hension.

Although high reliabilities were reported for the 0
3

and 0
4

post-

tests (KR-20's of .95 and .92 respectively), I.suggest that any reader who

has a serious interest in this investigation should look carefully at

the test items. For instance, in the case of the 0
4

posttest for the LE

..and LC groups: Why are there no items with zero remainders (as there are

for the 0
3

posttest)? Why do .only 12 of the 18 items exhibit the princi-

pal delimitation placed upon the instructional work for the loW groups:

divisors that are Multiples'of 10? (Divisors'for the.other six items

are 7, 53, 27, 71, 67, and 64.) And in the case of the'0
3

posttest, one

of the divisors is 304. Why?

e: On the 0
4
pOsttest (18 items) the mean number of."rights".tor the

LC group was 3.00 (3.04-adjusted). The instructional treatment was rela-

tively ineffective, to say the least, as measured by this posttest. It

may very well be that LE would not have been significantly "better" than

LC on.04 if more suitable instructional treatment had been designed

for the LC group, Is it possible that certain othek.:r.structional treat-



ments also were not as suitable as might be desired? Or do the measuring

instruments leave something to be desired?

f. 0
2

involved subtraction items (7), mtlitiplication items (7), and

diyision items with one-digit divisors (14). It is not unlikely that,

akin to Brownell's'(1953) findings, treatment effects might differ

across the three -types of items. Miller's use of a single score in

connection with the.0
2
posttest obscures any such differential effect

,

that-might have in fact been present. Similar concern could be expressed

regarding' use of a single .O1 score to. effect the high/low partitioning.

g. Is it simply a "slip," or is it a misconception on the part of

the investigator when Table' 3 is titled "Variances of Testing Instruments?"

Testing instruments do not have variances. .

How effective are minicalculators as an aid in developing the con-

cept and skill of long division involving two-digit divisors at the

fifth7gradei_evel? What effect has such use of minicalculators upon

prerequisite' skills needed frr the long division process?

I would be reluctant to suggest even tentative answers to these

questions on the basis of the reported investigation.
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Muzeroll, Peter Arthur. ATTITUDES AND ACHIEVEMENfIN MATHEMATICS

IN STUDENT CHOICE AND NON-CHOICE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS. (The

University of Connecticut, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts-Inter-

- natio...al 36A: 4233; January 1976. Order Na. 76-1694].

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared..especially for the Calculat'or
Information Center by DONALD J. DESSART, The University of Tennessee-
Knoxville.

1. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to compare the attitudes and achieve-

men'Ls of students participating in student choice and non - choice learning

environments.

2. Rationale

An unstructured learning environment in which students are permitted

to make choices from sets of activities predesigned by the teacher is

a current practice in,many school systems in the United States. .These are

often referred to as "mathematical laboratories" or "open classrooms".

These can be contrasted with the more traditional, structured learning

situations in which the teacher maintains a strong role throughout the

learning experience. A study of the effectiveness of these two approaches

is, obvidusly, a most worthy area of study.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Twelve seventh-grade mathematics classes including a total of 207

students were used in the study. These students came from'a single,

suburban junior high school and were members of the "regular" class;

i.e., students with either very high or very. low ,achievements were

excluded from the group. The students were either memberi of the student-

choice classes-in which they selected activities from seven different

areas (assignment cards, calculators, models and tangrams, recreational

mathetatical materials, graphing, self- paced progress in a regular test,

and programmed remedial or enrichment units), or they were members of.a

traditional class in which a.. systematic study of materials in 3 seventh-

grade textbook was guided by the teacher. The students in these latter

classes were provided lectures by the teacher, were assigned homework,

were given chapter tests,
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..Whereas students in the traditional classes continued the same mode' .

of study during the entire year, students in the experimental classes were

exposed to a twenty-day treatment in the student-choice mode either during

the fall, winter, or spring of 1973-74. Noostudent participated in more

than one. of the experimental treatments.

All students were pretested during the first week of June 1973 with

the Dutton (attitude) Scale and Section One of the Mathematics Attitude

Inventory (MAI). The former scale measures attitudes toward arithmetic

computation, and the latter scale measures attitude toward mathematics 4n

general. In addition, the students. were tested by the Cooperative Mathe-
,

During the 1973-74 year, the attitudes of all students in the study

were tested five times from the conclusion of grade 6 to the end of ,grade 7.

Achievement for the entire group was measured at the end of grade 6 and also

at the end of grade 7. Achievement of the treatment groups was measured

at the conclusions of the fall, winter, or spring treatments, respeCtively.
,

IQ data from the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligenece Test were also available.

The attitude measurements were analyzed:by. a five. (the five attitude

measurements) by two (high and low IQ levels) by two (student choice or

traditional) repeated measurements analysis of variance. Achievement

matics Test: Arithmetic to measure achievement.

data were analyzed by a three by two, by two repeated measurements analysis

of variance. The pre and post experimental data for the entire group were

analyzed by a series of correlated t-tests.

4. Findings .

nere were no significant differences in aLi.itudes.as measured by

the Dutton Scale between any of the experimental and traditional groups.

Furthermore, there were no significant differences in attitude measured

by the MAI for the three sets of experialent.l and traditional groups

tested at the conclUspn of the fall, winter, and spring treatments.

However, when composite groups for the fall, winter, and spring treatments

were pooled, attic des. for the experimental group were significantly

gr,ater than the raditional group (p< .05).

ksignifici t decline (p < .05) in attitudes'toward mathematics was

found for the composite' experimental group, the composite traditional group,

and the total sample of 207 students for period from the end of grade 6

/'



to the end of grade 7';', It appeared That the decline was less severe

for the composite experimental group.

'There was-no significant difference in mathematics achievement. of

the composite experimental and composite traditional groups.. There' was

a significant. increase (p< .9.5) la achievement for both the composite

experimental and traditional groups fremthe beginning to the end of the

academic year.

5. Interpretatibns

Pb.

The author Concluded'that the attempt to improve attitudes by pro-

viding a student-choice environment may have been partially successful-

because the attitudes of the composte experimental group did not decline

as much as those of the composite traditional group. `Achievements, bn

the other hand, of the two groups did not differ. The decline in attitudes

for the entire sample of:207 students ie. a finding consistent with research

that seems to reveal that student attitudes toward mathematics do decline-

as students progress through school..

. Critical Commentary

This study appeared to be carefully executed and treated from a

purely statistical point=of-view. The usuallimitations,inherent in much

of education research .(limited treatment intervals, Jack of complete

randomization, etc.) were present to s
/71 me

extent in this study.

The study suffered from some rather serious flaws. For 'example,

the measurement_ of attitude change for an entire year is commendable;

but to expect much attitude alternation becuase of a mere. twenty -day

period is far too optimistic! Furthermore; the Measurement of arithmetic,

achievement in this study seemed almost unrelated, to the experimental
. .

treatments which 'provided limited opportunities for computational acti-

,,ity (for example, tangrams). A eesign.in'which the experimental acti-

vitiesvities would have been taught in a traditional manner as well as the
.

,.:

experiMental way, using:a home-made test of achievement over the experi-

mental topics, probably tgould.have provided data upon which additional;

and perhaps more valid, ....Onclusions.could have been reached.

[Note that conclusion& specif!.r:.to the use of calculators could not be madei]
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Nelsoni'Dennis William. EFFECTS OF USING HAND CATfliTATORS ON THE,
ATTITUDES AND COMPUTATIONAL.SKILLS OF CHILDREN IN 'GRADES 'FOIJR\
THROUGH SEVEN. (AriZoha State University, 1976.), Dissertation V,
Abstracts International 37A: 3382-3383; December 1976. lOrderN;\'

No. 7627,270] \

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information denter by JAMES M: MOSER, The University of Wisconsin- Madison.

1. Purpose

The major purpose of the study was to evaluate the effect of using
0

hand calculators. on theimproVement of basic computational skills and

oh the iMproveMent of attitudes toward mathematics among fourth-, fifth-,

sixth-, and seventh-grade students.,
b.

2. Rationale

The reduced price of calculators has led to their widesiiread use.

Many are being used by elementary-age childreh,outside of class. Com-

mercial companies are not producing software commercial materials to be

used. with hand calculators in the classroom. Thus, educators are in

heed of more empirical research to help them solve the fundamental problem

of deciding what to do with calculators; and when. The review of

Literature dealt mainly with studies using nonelectronic calculators

and their effects upon student achievement.and attitude's. Then the few

studies available at the time of writing (1976) dealing with'electrOnic

machines were cited asyell as anumber of "opinion" articles. The case

was made for more research.

3. Research Design and Procedures

The study, involved summer-school students year of study never

explicitly stated, although presumed to be 1975] from a rural district

school (11.3 students) and metropolitan district school (83 students) in

Arizona. About 22 percent were migrant students. Sixteen intact classes,

eight from each school, were randomly selected in grades 4 through 7

(fourth g:aders: 90 Ss; fifth graders: 41 Ss;,. sixth graders: 50 Ss;
, --

seventh graders: 15 Ss). Four groups consisting of foueclasses, two

classrooms from each school, were assignet to the treatment groups.

4
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Control group (49 Ss): Lessons taken from "regular" mathematics

program used during previous school year. No calculators.

Experimental 1 (45 Ss): Used the Aardxfark Calculator. Math program,

a set of commerical workbooks covering the basic operations with

whole numbers. Problems are to be solved. by calculator. Each child

had his or her own machine 'to use.

Experimental II,(47 Ss): Used a calculatorinvol,ed program, designed

'by. the author,and Professor Gary Bitter of Arizona State University,

involving 23 objeCtives on basic computational skills. Using a

diagnosis- remediation framework, students worked on problem worksheets,
00

,puzzles, games, problem solVinp, and experimentation with calculators.

In addition, a large number of innovative ideas were suggested to the

teacher. Each child had his or her own calculator.

Experimental III (55 Ss): Each student had access to a calculator

for free uee in a random way to check answers or to experiment.

The regular program in use in schools vas implemented as in the Control

group.

All classes met for 50 minutes each class day with its own instructor

for a period of four wei:ks. It was not reported whether fhe class met

every day of the week. P

CoMputational skill was measured in a'pre- and posttest by the Shaw-

Hiele Basic Computational Skills Test, Form A, Part 1, "Whole'Numbers."

The test consisted of 20 items, five each in addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division. Attitudes were measured in pre- and posttest .

0

by the SMSG-developed (1968) attitude survey, PX 010 Scale Incentive Code,

"ArithmetiC Fun vs,.Dull." It is a four-item Likert scale with five
,

choices.

Analysis of covariance was used on adjusted mean gain scores for 'each

Of the four groups on attitudes and computational skills. Pair -wise com-

,parisons were.made between each separate group on each of the two measures,

:resulting in 12.testS. F ratio wis,tested for significance at the

.05 level.

4. Findings

Each of the 12 comparisons was stated as a null hypothesis. Results

'are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1

Summary of Hypotheses

Hypothesis Number and Description Resulta

No significant difference between
compUtation scores of'. . .

1. Control group. and commercial calculator progrilMb. . . .01

2. Control group and diagnosis-remodiation calculator
curriculum

3. Control group and group using calculators randomly,

4. commercial calculator program and diagnoSis-
remediation calculator curriculum

.01

.01

NR

:5. Commercial calculator program and group using
calculators randomly NR

6. Diagnosis-remediation calculator curriculum and
group using calculators randomly. ....... .01

No significant difference between
attitudinal scores of . . .

7. Control group and commercial calcul:Ir;or _program . .01

.8. Control group and diagnoremediation calculator
curriculum .01

.9. Control group and group usin,,, calculators randomly:. . . .01.

10. Commercial calculator program ,rand diagnosis-
1

remediation calculator curriculum . ..... _ . . . NR

11.. Commercial calculator program , d group using
calculators randomly .01'

12. Dfa&noremediation calculator program and grcup
u ink; calculutors randomly .01

arigures indicate level of rejection; NR = not rejected.
b
Underlined treatment is one with greator gain.

U.

I
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5. Interpretations

'Gains in basic computational skills and attitudes of students
.

towards mathematics can be significantly improved when hand calculators

are 'used. Planned use."of hand calculators in the mathematics curriculum

improves computational skill-gains and attitudes of students towards

mathematics. It was felt that calculators. can be of beneficial use in

the mathematics curriculum.. Replications were suggested for longer time

periods, with differentrstudent populations, and with different areas of

mathematical content. Further research was suggested on questions of

differential 'benefit for the basic operations, differences in absenteeism;

and best beginning grade for beneficial introduction of calculators.

It was -,o suggested that retention measures be taken in any replication.

Critical Commentary

The study as described by the author has some very serious reporting.,

flaws. Aside from the mention of grade level and loCation, there is no

satisfactory description of the subjects. Why were they in a summer

school? Were they remedial students or were they there for enrichment?

Was there' a predominance of one sex? More seriously, one really doesn't

know much about the treatments. In the Control sroup and Experimental III

the only characterization is that it was the ."regular" program., What,is

that? A four week prograM cannot be the same as a yeas -long one. Since

one assumes that groups included children from different grade levels, how

was a seventh-grade "regular" program different from a fourth-grade one?

Were the regular programs at the rural location in extreme Southwestern.

Arizona the same as those of the urban Phoenix area location? The

characterization of EoctiMental, III as having a random use of calculators

does not help very mu.:h. Did all students use the calculator? And Low

often? Only once or twi,e? Every day?

Evaluation o± data analysis was also difficult to interpret since

oniy the F tables were given; no pre.- or posttest or adjusted means were .

presented. Further data analysis-by ..grade levels and/or by mathematical

operation would also have helped to determine plausability of alternative

hypotheses as to why one group performed better tha another. As an

`example,-Experimental II (the author's:own program) performed better than

,Experimental III on computation. But, Experimental II had no fourth graders
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and predominantly fifth and sixth graders, while Experimental III had

almost all fourth'graders (44 out of 55]. The computation test contained

a sizeable number of items in multiplication and division that a normal

fourth grader would not have seen dUring the year and would not have much

of ,a chance of learning or mastering in a'four7week summer program.

Carrying out the analysis critique a step further, one .wonders why in the

original analysis as reported the author-did not fir carry out a simple

1 x 4 ANCOVA which would have given more power.

In summary, the'overall lack of sufficient information and further

analysis makt2, acceptance of results and findings very tenuous at best.
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Nichols, Warren Elmer. THE USE OF ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS IN A BASIC'
MATHEMATICS COURSE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS.. (North Texas'State
University, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts International 36A:

7919; June 1976. [Order No. 76-12,629]

Expanded-abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by MARILYN ZWENG,.University of Iowa.

1. Purpose

The'.1avestigator sought to determine, f access to calculators in

a college basic mathematics course would improve student achievement

and attitude.

Rationale

If the use of hand -he],' calculators is found .to improve attitudes

or increase achievement.. in low-level college courses, colleges would

have an inexpensive, valuable aid for making education more effective

and 'relevant.

3. Research Design and Procedures
61

Two of the four sections of Basic Mathematics taught during the Fall

of 1974 at NorthWest Oklahoma State University were randomly assigned to

the calculator treatment. Two teachers taught the four sections. Each

teacher taught one calculator section and one non-calculator section.

Instruction in both treatment groups was the same. Calculators were not

used in lecturs or demonstrations. During each class period, approxi-

mately 25 minutes was provided for working exercises in class. In the

experimental groups, a calculator was provided for each student during

the directed study period. Use of the calculator was optional, bit

students were' observed to use them frequently.

The text used in Basic Mathematics was Meserveand Sobel Introdue-

ticn to Mathematics. The chapters of the book:which were taught.. during

the research 1,:7oject were "An Introduction to Sets", "Systems of Numera-
4

tion", ,tical Systems", "Sets of Numbers", "An Introduction to

Algebra", "An Introduction to Probability", and "An Introduction to

Statistics ".

A 50-item ey:amination, "Math 113 Credit by Examination", _constructed
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by the mathematics department of Northwet Oklahoma State University,

was used as both the pretestand the.posttest. The McCallon-Brown

Semantic Differential for Mathematics Attitude was also administered at

the beginning and the end of,the course. In analyzing the data, ACT

scores, appropriate Tretests,and.instructors were used as covariates.

4: Findings

For the principal findings the author reports that there were no

-differenpes between the calculator and non-calculator groups with respect.

to attitude towards mathematics or achievement. Other findings reported

were: -

(a) No differences in either attitude or achievement existed between

male students using calculators and femzle'students using calcu-

lators. '

(b)-Students in the calculator group u"ao had high ACT scores achipved

significantly better than caiculet.r students who had low ACT

scores (even though the achievement scores had been adjusted for
e

the ACT score effect).

(c) The adjusted means on attitude measures were also higher for the

calculator group with high ACT scores than for the low aptitude

calculator group.

5. Interpretations

The-investigator recommends that electronic calculators will be more

beneficial in improving attitude toward.maC-ematics and achievement in

college mathematics for students with high aptitude.

Critical Commentary

The major results of this' Study are certainly not surprising in view

of the course content and the achievementtest. The author claims that

the calculator could be useful in about 60 percent of the course, but an

examination of. the actlievement, test provided in the appendix suggests that,

the calCulator would be useful on at most five of the 50 items. (Note:

The achievement tess. items were numbered from 1 to 29, and the referenceS

to a-50-item test were very confusing. However, by counting all parts of

the items, one obtairs'a total of 50.) Number. theory seams to be the only
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topic for which a calculator would reduce computational drudgery -- the

intended purpose of the calculator in the course. This study appears

to be a case of getting an uninteresting answer to in uninteresting

questiOnl

With respect to the author's interpretation of his results, there

are no bases for making the :ecommendations noted in (5) above. In order

to say that calculator are "good" for high-ability groups and "bad" for

low-ability groups, the achievement.and attitudes of high-ability calcu-

lator groups should have been compared with the comparable non-calculator

group. A similar comparison should have been made for the two low-ability

groups.

Finally, it should be pointed out that according to the data.provided

in the appendix, the highest score on the poSttest was 34 (68 percent on a

50-item test); the mean score (calculated by the abstractor) was 17.1

(34.2 percent). One must question either the quality of the instruction

or the quality of .the examination when achievement on a test which also

served as the final examination in the course is this. low.
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Prigge, Gi.enn and Langemo, JaaiCe. EFFECTS OF MINI-CALCULATORS ON THE
PRE- AND CO-REQUISITE MATHEMATICAL. SKILLS OF INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
CHILDREN. Grand Forks: University of North Dakota, Summer 1978.

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by ROBERT E. REYS, University of Missouri.- Columbia,

1. Purpose

This research was designed to investigate the effects of mini7cal-

culators on the attitudes and mathematical skills of third-, fourth-,

fifth and sixth-grade children.

2. Rationale

Calculators are very important in the school curriculum and becoming

more available. every day. Research on the effectiveness of mini-calculators

in elementary. schools is needed so that such evidence can guide future

curricular and instructional decisions.

3. Research Design and'Procedures

The.four-week experimental study was conducted during the_autmer of
o

1978 with 30 volunteers from an enrichment program for third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth graders.' The students were then randomly assigned to

,either an experimental group or a control group. Each student in each

group received specially prepared materials commensurate with ability

level. The material was designed to allow children to work independently..

All children covered the same mathematical concepts.. A set of materials

designed by the experimenter for calculator use was provided for both

the control and experimental group. The experimental gro60-was-instructed

to use the calculator to do them, whereas the control group was not

encouraged to use calculators even though they were made available at

each child's desk. In an effort to maintain compatibility between groups,

several steps were taken: the researcher and his assistants were responsi-

ble for the instruction of both groups; the instructional time was constant

across treatments; and a guided disco e y method was used throughout the

.experiment. .

A pretest-posttest design was used to examine performance on multi-

plication without a calculator and division without a calculator. An



analysis of covariauce was used with the pretest serving as the covari-

ate. Attitudinal Ehta were also collected, but no statistical ar.iyses

other than reporting descriptive. information :/as provided. A third

dimension of the design involved r.wo forms of five ceiterion-ivfereaeed

tests taken during the four weeks of experimentation. One form was

taken without a calculator,. the other with a calculator. With the ex-

ception of an attitude survey instrument from smsp, all of the evaluation

instruments were constructed by the researcher.

4. Findings

tic : significant differences (.05) were found between the treatment

.groups on either the multiplication or division scores. The attitudinal

data showed a very positive attitude toward mathematics at the beginning

of the study, with very little change at the conclusion of the treatments.

Pupil's (with and without calculator) scores on the criterion tests showed

that as the-computation problems became moe difficult, the student's

accuracy increases wh,n calculator:, are used.

5. Interpretations

Voluntary use of calculators versus required use of'calculators' in

doing mathematics assignments had little effect on student achievement on

multiplication or division problems. Furthermore, thete was no.noticeable

change of attitude toward mathematics among these groups. On skills in

which students have varying degrees of competence, the students have a

higher performance level if they are allowed to use a 'calculator. This

holds implications for instruction, particularly for children unsuccessful

in developing normal algorithms_ techniques.

Critical Commentary

The overall design of this research'is-satisfactory, but for variety
---

of reasons the study lacks the base for any generalizations or definitive

conclusions. :In addition to he limitations acknowledged by the researcher,

the following limitations place severe restrictions on the usefulness of.

this research:

1. The sample size. A total of only 30 students divided into two

groups of 15.each provide the entire data base.
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2. The nature of the sample. Only students volunteering for this

summer enrichment program participated: Unfortunately, no

other descriptive information (such as previous experience

with calculators, ability, and/or achievement scores) regarding

characteristics of these students are provided.

3. The length of treatment. Twenty instructional session including

pre- and posttesting iE far too short for monitoring education-

ally relevant changes.

4. The artificial nature of the treatment that required students'

to.use calculators. This practice is not only unrealistic, but

of qdestionable educational vz...,.lue even in a short-term research

study. A control 'group without any calculator experinece would

seem much more practical.

5.. Lack of observational-data on optional calculator use. If cal-

culator use is optional, some record of calculatoi use should

be maintained and reported. For example, how often were calcu-

lators used? When were calculators used? What students used

them? etc. Such observational data would be very valuable, but

none were mentioned.

6. Nearly all the observational instruments were constructed by the

-researcher and no accompanying information related to validity

and/or reliability were provided.

7 The mathematical skills examined were limite- to multiplication

and division. Unfortunately, no look at higher order skills

includin,,, problem-solving processes were attempted.

8. The learning activities provided were very routine computation

and mirror contemporary mathematics textbooks. This raises

serious' questions regarding the appropriateness of these activities

for calculator use. Although the exact form of the future

calculator - oriented curriculum is not known, every forecast of

change cl-alms it will be quite different than the current mathe-

matics curriculum. Some modifications could have made these

activities far more amenable to calculator usage.
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Quinn, Donald Ray. THE EFFECT OF THE USAGE OF A PROGRAMMABLE. CALCULATOR
UPON ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE OF EIGHTH AND NINTH GRADE ALGEBRA
STUDENTS. (Saint Louis University, 1975.) Dissertation Abstracts

International 36A: 4234-4235; January 1975. [Order No. 76-874]

Expanded abstract and analsis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by JAMES M. Mco;FR, The University of Wisconsin- Madison.

1. Purpose

The primary purpose of this study was to examj,-_ the effects of the

usage of a programmable calculator upon achievement and attitude of

eighth- and ninth-grade algebra students after the completion of a one

year course in algebra.

2. Rationale -

The virtual "mathematization of culture" in the'past twenty years

has been greatly-accelerated and intensified by the evolution of electronic

devices. In the field of education, one emerging use of these devices

is computational and is.a means of simulating concepts within the present

curriculum. The NCTM and the NASSP have endorsed the,use of calculators

in classrooms. Programmable calculators have many of the features of a

computer, but do not share its high cost; they have a language that is

ideally suited for instructional purposes where algebra is an underlying

base. A well-written review of literature surveyed relevant studies in the

areas of calculators, CAI, and attitude-achievement.

3. Research Design and Procedu4es

The study was conducted during the 1974-75 school year in a suburban

St.. Lewis, Missouri school district. All eighth-grade honors.students

and a sample of ninth-grade students from two junior high schools in the

district were the subjects. Students in one school (51 eighth and 54

ninth graders) were designated Gs exp!ritental, and those from the other

school (21 eighth and 58 ninth graders) as control. The one school was

designated as experimenCal because it had a. Monroe 1880, Classmate IV

programmable calculator available in its -ithematicslaboratory. Intact

classes were used and ninth-grade Calsses used were randomly chosen.

All students had the same basic algebra content which was guided by
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Modern Algebra Structure and Method (1970), published by Houghton Mifflin.

The treatment consisted of methodically incorporating the computational

and programming capability of the programmable calculator into the normal

instructional program. Special emphasis was placed on evaluation of

univariate and multivariate expressions, solution of linear and.quadratic

equations, and the solution of two-by-two systems of equations. Afier

showing proficiency in working paper-and-pencil problems on a particular

topic the clasS-used "mark-sense" programming cards to prepare programS

related'to the t pic being studied. Each student processed hi or her

programs. Existing pupil data were used as covariates -- the Short

Form Tcc.r. of Academic Aptitude (SFTAA) given in.fifth grade and the Com-

prehensive Test of Basic Skills, Level 3, Form Q (CTES),given in sixth

grade. The criterion measure for algebra achievement was the Cooperative

Mathematics. Test: Algebra I, Form A .((11-20 reliabilities for eighth and

ninth, grades, .86 and .85 respectively): Mathematics attitude was

measured in a pre- and posttest by the Mathematics Attitude Inventory (MAI)

developed at.the University of Minnesota. The MAI is a 48-item inventory

(six scales with eight item-: per ,ca7e. -The six scales are (1) Perception

of the Mathematics Teacher, (2).Selt-concept in Mathematics, (3) Value of

Mathematics in Society), (4) Anxiety toward Mathematics, (5) Enjoyment of

Mathematics, and (6) Motivation in Mathematics'.. The MAI is a four-respOn.,:e

Likert scale. In the spring, the MAI posttest was given on the day prior

to the administration of the algebra achie% merit" test.

Separate analyses were made for eighth and,ninth grades. For each

grade, 19 null hypotheses were tested, each atsche .05 revei of significance.

One hypothesis dealt with comparing. final achievement between experimental

and control; the other 18 dealt with attitude. For each of the six attitude

scales, three hypotheses were examined change during the period of the

study for the experimental, change during the period of the study for the

control, and a comparison of experimental and control at the end of. the

study. Comparisons were examined using analysis of covariance. Changes

were examined using a t-test, one-tailed for experimental group changes

and two-tailed for control group changes.

4. Findings

There were no.significant differences in algebra achievement between
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groups at either grade level. Of the 18 attitudinal contrasts made for

eighth graders, none resulted in.a significant difference. For the

ninth graders, 5 of the -18 contrasts resulted in significant differences.

On the Anxiety toward Mathematics scale, the experimental group made a

significant change for the better and the experimental group exhibited

a higher score at the end than the control group. On the Value of Mathe-

matics in Society scale ,:he control grOup made a significant change for

the worse. On the Self-concept in Mathematics scale, the control group had

a significant loss over time and the experimental group exhibited a

tigher score at the end than the control group.

5. Interpretations

On the basis of the findings, the use of a programmable calculator

as an aid in teaching algebra at the eight and ninth grades is notjusti-

fied in.terms of achievement. No claim of superior attitude can be made

for eighth graders, although the results are somewhat mixed at the ninth

grade. Anecdotal evidence supplied by teachers suggest that ettitUdinal

evidence may be suspect because of poor timing of the administration of

the test during the last (and warm, humid) month of the school year.

Further research was suggested. in other areas and levels of mathematics

instruction, with a larger,sample, with contrasts of programmable, non-

programmable, and no caleu4ators, into higher levels cr cognitive behavior

and other attitudinal dimensions.

Critical Commentary

There are several, points cf. concern. In,the thesis there is

--- a severe lack of description of the eXperimental treatment. The amount

of actual time spent on programming and interacting with the calculator

should be documented, at least,in terms of percentages of actual engaged

time. Next, I would question the selection of the attitudinal measure.

Six separate scales seemed to contribute very little except for data-

analysis overkill. Finally, when the null hypotheses for the control group

and the experimental group attitudinal changes-over timi nre worded exactly.

theqsame, I questiot. the propriety of using different statistical tests

.of significance for those hypotheses. Given that there was only one cal-

. I
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curator reported as existing in the experimental school

afive classes were involved, wonder whether this was rt..-

lat6r\study at all, or rathP- one dealing with programmin,.

( I "



Rudnick, Jesse A. and Krulik, Steronen. THE MINICALCULATOR: . AIPND

OR FOE? Arithmetic Teacher '1: 654-656; December 1976.

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especiall for the Calcator
Information Center by JAMES J. HIRE-1E1N, Universt of

1. Purpose

The stated 7-arpose was "to illas==e the efice,' .yf the

and use of a mimicalculator on ttn. .,r_udentsT.tot . m2thema=it6 acitieve-

ment and their ability to perforr ),.?er-and-penc:-.1 basic skills." A

Second purpose .was to assess parte= attitudes t ward children2b1 use .z,f

calculators in

2. Rationale

Most calct._ator opinions are based on smal -scams Sow-

large-scale stu:Aes c effects of calculator use need to Jo: done.

3. Re- :arch DesiAr and Protedures

Th, experiment wriscond'acted using 600 seventh-golrit stets it two

schools West .Clester, Pennsylvania. Half di the s=zu:-4> *pro, randomly

selected it tr beginning of the school year, given a tlimulator and a

three-da _nst- ,ction program on its use, then put "on the own" to us_

it all 271,,e other half of the students served as I control.

At- ade overall mathematics achievement meas,_:res de!,:ribed)

were gi-.597.. as 7!-etefs. Alternateforms were given fn-Jamattry and post-

tests were administered in June. One achievement posttest lloue4 th&

use of ce,-:ulacors, another did not.

.A parent ctuv-;Lionnuire was distributed Curing the s»inim.., pl Jr 10

thf. experiment assess parent attitudes regarding flalcu..,at,.,- n

Schools.

4. Findings

The result. - )f) the parent questionnaire with 60 percent ro,spon,4e

rate are given -1 the report. Most questions got' mixed reactl-ns,

no clear majorLy favoring one response on questions involving platton

of overall pertrzance or permission for calculator use. A clew.77.=ajrity.
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feared calculator depen,4ence lnd a clear majority felt the school should

provide instruction in calcu_ator use.

Achiekrement data.analyses were not complete, but a preliminary

look indicated no ILfferenCe between the two groups. No report of

attitude results L.. given.

5. Interpret:tions

Overall achievement, inclucing the ability to perform paper-and-

pencil algorithms, did not suffer from calculator'availability and use.

CrLLical Cmmentary

The inst-mment_s and the critical results are extremely sketchy in

this report. fhe erfort to conduct research on a larger-than-usual

,icale is :.ommendable. However, in the absence of the hard data needed

answer the questions addresSed, one would have co say this report is

premature..

o.
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Scandura, Alice M.; Lowerre, George F.; Veneski, JacqUeline; and
Scandura:, Joseph M. USING ELECTRONIC CALCUTLATORS WITH ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL CHILDREN. 'Educational Technology 16: 14-18; August 1976.

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for Investigations
in Mathematics Education* by CHARLOTTE WHEATLEY and GRAYSON WHEATLEY,.
Purdue University. Permission given to the Calculator Information
Center to use.

1. Purpose

The purpose of these studies was to study calculator-assisted

Learning of mathematics by elementary school pupils with attention to

compUtation, problem solving, motivation, instructional methods, and

applicability to certain :opics. Some of the questions asked were:

(1) What is the eftect of calculator availability on the motiva-

tion of young children?

(2)
(
Can five-year-u Lds profit from the use Of calculators?

(3) What topics ear: be taught more effectively with a calculatorl

(4) What implications does the calculator hold. for problem solving?

Rationale

Because the'small eleetronic calculator is becoming inexpensive and

available, the authors.thought it important to explore its impact on

children's learning of mathematics. These studies were not conducted to

test hypotheses but to geni!rate hypotheses and to explore the feasibility

of calculator use with priMary school. in learning mathematics

This article reports the results of a set of five feasibility

studies. None of the studies employed experimental controls or compara-

tive statistics. The conclusions are based on observational data and

pupil reactions to calculator use. .

3. Research Design and Procedures

In a series of five exploratory investigations, pupils of agLf.1 five

to nine used calculatOrs in learning mathematics. The number of class

sessions varied from eightto thirty-two. In experiment one, two groups

.* Investigations in Mathematics Education 10: 43-46; Fall 1977.
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year-olds studied arithmetic, one with _alculator a ::me- other

Ito in 15 lessons of 20 minutes each. Th- chlildren r aun-calcu-

14t:, irclup bade extensive use of manip!-Lative similar

n Of ._:alculator impact was made in 30

1ps4. even-year-old children solve. )st prr-Lems en ,,itered in

e.g., amount of change when se. -n1 iteras a: nosed).

his u_:- was eight.lessons long. In a 7iVe- !at-clds,

use calculator either hy explore --^11.. . pcoition.

.:scovery group; the pupils learnei : pushing of

_e the exposition group was exp_ tad,: Inction of

a feasibility:stUdy with five t and >ur-h -:;rms children,

of topics that might effectivei: b± tau

nt educed in 32 clasS meetings of 3u--J0 mir

wilh 7;alculator

4.

To authors report their observations s tht diffe.as in the

4 I, Jr and non-calculator groups. No wL,..,rformabf... cam isons were

Lve- and six-year-old children wene-. ohSe: .'ea moti-

f. o study mathematics (typical grade-L-_evel topics), -..,ile control

pupils were not motivated ..by the ma&u=matics or the =e of manipu-

,.s- The -high interest displayed by t. _ iator group was sus -

:er the entire period of use. The using calculators

.css distracted, displayed longer

for long periods of time. 0:-nt

did not ciisple.y interest, were con=

.owed little imagination, and waited fo-

The five-year-old children preferre

-lay and keys. A group of fiVe-year-2_,..

-,.,thods to use a calculator could solve pre

.lowed.to explore calculators could not.

tans, and worked in-

ly, the nan-calculator

A by the manipulatives,

ache direction_

.±-usktop calculator with large

iilcren taught by expositor}]

,rteC prOblems, while:a gro

ea-year-old children were
/

are highly motivated and more successful in: roblem solving than children

rt using calculators. Eight- and nine-year-a -d- children showed marke

q. Ithematics achievement gains over a 10-we ,A p,--iod while using calcila-

rs; some had more than a year grade-leve gai: in computation, co cepts,

applications. The calculator was repo=ed as being highly suc essful

n motivating and assisting these children in learning mathematicO.:

/
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5. Interpretations

The authors cone" Je that the learning of mathematics is- facilitated

1-Nb the use of calculi 7 Specifically they suggest that:

(1) place valu whole numbers and decimals), negative t)-mbers,

decimals, 'aCtoring can be aught more effecti with

a calculator,

(2) problem-so: 4 skills_can be zreat11\: Aanced threag:r. asepf

calculator,-

(3) the'standar_ mathematiEs curric um c.a.... be expanded tm i dude

use of number- of greater magn le.

(4) estimating -.Kills, negative nuttIl and decimals rtxr

introduced a much earlier t

(5) computational skill may. be en1-7.: hrough calculator

Critical Com.=.1:ar

This article reports five studies. .Lch ..-e designed to ey.: ore

the effects of nalculalor use in learniz_.:: mathoatics. The resi are

purely observational w:th no attempt t( terr .ne achievement c lerences.

There is a' definite pla.:'e for exploratory stud. -:es in mathematic education

research. Properly ._signed teaching C.-. riments can lead to t- identi-

fication of hypotheses for further stud: They may allow theri-

menter to understand !-ae thought patter=, cf children. Results of

teaching experiments can also lead to tne development of curriculum

materials. However. :lisreport contains insufficient information for

the interpretation the results stated. In the first study, no details

are given on (1) illy rumber.of subjects, (2) the size of instructional

groups (Was the instlrition in small groups?), (3),method(s) of instruction,

or (4) the number of calculators per group (Did each pupil have a calcu-

lator?). Yet the authors conclude, based on observation, that the

calculator-assisted learning was vastly superior. Care.must be exercised

in interpreting and utilizing findings based solely on the impressions

of the experimenters. Additional detail would have provided the reader

with the necessary information to interpret the conclusions.

While the observational results favor the calculator groups, no com-.'

parative performance data were reported. .It is possible that the non-

calculator group, appearing less motivated, may have achieved more. No
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assert4J n is being made that this was in fact; the case in this study,

but the ssibility must be considered

The .ow interest level reported for pupils nsin manipulatives

is not it agreement with numerous studies which hav established the

motivational value of manipulative materials. One is led to suspect a

teacheras effect against the non-calculator gro p.

The -;tudy with eight- and nine-year-old childitren had Only five

subjects The authors chose to report achievement test results on only

three o: iese five subjects. Why only these thre? What were the scores

for the ler two? The practice of selecting data to report is highly

question. Ie. The number of subjects in the otter four studies is not

reportec

Tht udy ,omparing "discovery and exposi ion" teaching strategies

was poor : conceived. To give five-year-old children calculators without..

any ',lir,: tion and expect them to "discover" calculator logic is unreason-

abl, W.Lle it may not' be necessary to teach explicitly each key function,

at leas .:hildren need suggested activities to incorporate the calculator

as a to i in their thinking. A better test of the discovery approach

would I-) to teach children to use calculators and then let them explore.

It is quite clear that the authors' were very impressed with the

/advantaes of calculator use in learning mathematics. While the calculator

may be valuable new instructional the total effect of calculator-

assistet instruction must await more careful evaluation. We do not

often find panaceas for the problems of education; it is doubtful that

the.calculator 4S one.
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Scandura, Joseph M.; Lowerre, George F.; Scandura, ze M.; and

Veneski, Jacqueline. USING ELECTRONIC CALCULATE? WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-7: FOUR MINI-EXPERIMENTS. School Sciellrli, _irad Mathematics

78: 545-552; November 1978.

Expanded abstract and aoalysis prepared especiall' 77 the Calculator
Information Center by RO3ERT E. REYS, University Missouri-Columbia.

1. Purpose

An investigation to explore ways in which electronic calculators

could be used with children aged 5 to 7 and to stuly some short-term

effects of their use.

2. Rationale

The availability of low-cost calculators is certain to have a.major

impact on schools and the mathematics curriculum m particular. Inves-

tigations of contemporary K-2 mathethatics topics that are available to

calculator.usage are needed if future curricula are to reflect this

potentially'powerful tool.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Four quasi mini- experiments conducted during the summer of 1975 are

described.

Study I. involved six-year-olds and compared computation performance

with and without the calculator following a series of 15 lessons

of about 20 minutes each.

Study II made comparisons similar to Study I but involved five-year

olds. Instruction was on readiness activities and involved 30

lessons. Hand-held calculators were used until roughly halfway

through the study, when a larger desk-model calculator was also

provided.

Study III involved seten-year-olds. It compared problem-solving

performance in practical application situations with and without

the calculator and consisted of eight lessons of 20-25 minutes each.

Study IV involved eight leSsons with five-year-olds. It was designed

to determine the relative effects of specific instructional lessons

using a calculator (expository) as contrasted with an Open-ended

exploration using a calculator (discovery).
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4. Findings

Descriptive results are repor:-..ed exclusively and reflect general

observations of the authors. Only some of their commentary follows:

Study I: The calculator group was highly enthusiastic, showed

what seemed to be an increased concentration span, worked

independently, and enjoyed making their own problems with

large numbers. Monitoring what the children were doing with

the calculators was often difficlt, even "with a small group

of four children. The non-calculator group took longer to

41

get on- task,. got bogged down forming numerals, and were highly

.dependent on- teacher direction./

S_ndy_II: Reported results compatible with Study 1.- Moreover, the

children in the calculator. gro/Up seemed to prefer the desk model

of the calculator due to the ease in both reading and finding

the keys.

Study III: Reported discernible effect on motivation with the non-

calculator group showing little enthusiasm for these practical

applications.

.Study IV: Reported signs of frustration in discovery groups, with

children making inefficient use of the.calculator and wanting

some snecific direction..

5. Interpretations

Calculators provided a constant. motivation, irrespective of the

child's age, previous mathemati.cal experience, or ability. Children

using calculators showed longer attention spans, were more creative in

forming new problems, used fceetime.for calculator activities, and -

completed assigned tasks in less time and with greater accuracy. Indi-

vidual differences are magnified by,electronic calculators, which

places an increased responsibility on the teacher to monitor the actit.

vitleS. :egard to the mathematics curriculum, it is suggested.

that increased emphasis be given to estimation, place value, and problem

solving./
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Critical. Commentary

Under no circumstances would this study be considered a quality

piece of research. Its flaws seem limitless but only a few will L:.!

identified. Its saving grace is' its pragmatic nature and the hope that

it would encourage more classroom teachers to engage in. careful obser-

vation of children in a variety of learning situations.

Four different studies are reported, but no rationale for thi.s

organization and design was given. No overall or theoretical ftlme-

work for this particular collection of studies is described or even

suggested. Nc rationale for the particular model of calculator used in

these studies is provided.

What about the, subjects in the studies? There is no mention as td

howthese subjects were chosen. Although theiil ages (between 5 and 7 years)

are reported, no background data regarding individual characteristics

such as'ability are provided. In fact', the number of children involved in

each study was not reported! Furthermore the short duration of the

studies (aosumMer with no follow-up) places additional restrictions. on any

interpretations, generalizations, and/or implications offered.

What.empirical evidence was provided to support the findings? N'

objective measures of any type were reported, although compararive state-

ments such as "achieved greater mastery", "made more specific mathemati-

cal gains", or "a discernible effect on motivation" were made. Without

some support information, the reader must rely totally on the judgments

of the authors.

What about the reliability and/or validity of the observational data?

How objective and/or subjective were the authors? (This issue becomes even

more critical since this research was supported by a private calculator

company.) What specific.observational techniques were used? ACtually, all

of the reported results rely heavily on observational data. This style

provides a freshness ladking in many research studies, but it also requites

carefully established and. clearly defined experimental procedures if the

results are to be meaningful.

Some further questions raised but no answered in this report:

Study I: 1. Why did the calculator and non-calculator groups'both

use the calculator for the first two lessons?

2. Why weren't concrete materials including the calculator

also used with the calculator group?
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Study II: 1 What does it mean that "emphasis was placed on

readiness activities"? Some 30 lessons were given

but readiness activities were never operationally

defined.

2. What specific mathematical gains were made? (Com-

putation? Concepts? Applications?)

Study III: 1. What were the nature and emphaSis of the ptoblem-

solving lessons? Was there an instructional s.equence

that alerted children to different problem-sot ,ring

strategies, including one-, two,, and multi-step

prob'.ems?

Was the same treatment used with both groups? For the

non-calculator group it is reported that the teacher

did the calculations (i.e., served as the calculator)

In .this abstractor's judgment, this setting is so

artificial that it lacks appeal and would provide no

motiration.

3 Were any rasul_ to problem-solving performance

available? there differences in the

processeS used, numt-- r. different soluttons, persis-

tence in seeking soi%tions, as well as the number of

correct solutions?

Study IV: 1. Why is the discovery label used? The nature of these

lessons is clearly guided discovery, the only question

being the amount of guidance provided. Even the

amount of guidance given varies rmiong'lessons.

2 Why compare discovery versus exposition presentations-

with fiver-year-olds? This suggests a clear dichotomy

that is not supported by'current'instructional practices.

In this abstractor's judgment, the value of this paper lies in its

pragmaticnature. The classroom implications provide helpful suggestions

and insightful,comtents regarding calculator usage with children-. Several

appropriate curricular .implications were offered, but conspicuous by its

absence was any mention of deCimals. This report includes many helpful

observations but unfortunately lacks in specifics related.to theoretical

structure, sample, treatment, data collection, and analysis. It defied

replication and perhaps that's the way it should be'.

1
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Schafer, Pauline; Bell, Max S.; and Crown, Warren D. CALCULATORS INS

SOME FIFTH-GRADE CLASSROOMS: A PRELIMINARY LOOK: Elementary

School Journal 76: 27-31; October 1975.

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially, for Investigations

in Mathmatics Education*.by JOHN E. TARR and JACK D. WILKINSON,

University of NorthernIowa. Permission given to the Calculator

InformatiOn Center to use.

1. Purpose

The primary hypothesis investigated was' that pupils who had briefly

explored calculators would do better on an arithmetic achievement test

than pupils whohad not explored calculators.

2. Rationale

The -.study was intended to begin exploration in the use of electronic

calculators in the classrooms, to make informal classroom Obs,ervations,

and to generate some hypotheses .(especially on achievement testing).

The writers report that thus far there are few research-based answers

to questions related to classroom use of 'calculators.

3. Research Designand Procedures

The study compared arithmetic achievement scores of two groups of

pupils an experimental group and a control group. The inquiry was

conducted in April 1974, in five fifth-grade classrooms of the University

of Chicago Laboratory School, where the pupils are predojninantly from

middle- and upper-middle-class families and generally score above the

national norms-an standardized tests. Three classes (69 pupils) served .

as the experimental group; two classes '(46 pupils) servedias the control

group.

Pupils in the experimental group were given calculators to explore

for fifty minutes on each of two days. They were given problems to do

and were encouraged to ask questions about the calculators.

;The Mathematics Computation Test (distributed by the Educational

Testing service) vas used as both a pretest and a.posttest. Each'item

3

* Investigations in Mathematics'Education 9: 44-46; Spring 1976:
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was categorized as either a calculator or a non-calculator example. Thus,

an administration of the test yielded three scores; (1) the whole score;

i.e., the number of examples correct on the entire test; (2) the calculator

score; i.e., the number of examples correct that required either the use

of some additional information or a two- or three-step computation;

(3) the non-calculator score; i.e., the examples not scored for the

calculator score.

Form. A of the test was given in February 1974, and used as the

pretest. Form B of the test was given as a posttest about a week after-

the experimental group had its two-day calculator experience in April 1974.

The pretests showed no significant differences between the control and

experimental groups on any of the three raw scores. The posttest data.

were summarized and a t-tost used to examine the differenceS in the

means.

4. Findings

results for calculator and non-calculator examples are

table.

Number
of Mean Standard

Group Pupils Score. Deviation

The posttest

given in the following

Type
of

Examples

Experimentaln 69 22.91 1.78
Calculator .4.204*

Control 46 20.96 3.20

Experimental 69 17.71 5.61.
Non-calculator 1.269+

Control 46 18.9.8 1.27

*
Significancat the .001 level

+ Not significant

There was no difference reported between'the groups on the pretest'

whole score.

The partial scores forthe groups show a highly significant difference

in favor of the experimental group in the performance on calculator
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examples. On mon-calculator examples the. performance of the experimental

group was not statistically different from that of the control group.

5. Interpretations

Pupils using calculators answered more of the calculator examples

than they would have without them. The use of calculators may help on

examples where calculation is the main issue.

There may. he some loss from trying to use calcuators when they are

not appropriate. The performance of the experimental group was poorer

than that of the control group. Perhaps the pupils in the experimental
.

group depended too much on the calculators.

Pupils made few attempt to estimate answers, even to the proper order

of magnitude. This skill is almost essential if calculators are to be

used effectively.

Curiosity ran high and interest in learning additional mathematical

content was keen. In the classes thatwere introduced to calculators,

motivation and interest wereboostedsubstantially and pupils generated

many questions that could easily have been exploited to begin,a series of

explorations about' mathematics.

Critical Commentary

Thereis little question as Io the need for action and developmental

research dealing with the role and use of the hand-held calculator in
.

teaching mathematics. This article provides bothdirection for future_

researchers and questions for current practitioners..

The fact that pretest data were no reported created iome.queston

in the way the data dealing with non-calculator examples were interpreted.

The writers infer that this non-significant difference may be in-

terpreted to. mean'that:"perhaps the pupils. in the experimental group

depend too much on.calculators." Later they state that, "there may be some,

loss,from trying to use calculators when they are not appropriate." How

reasonable is it to make these inferences when the treatment and control

groups may have varied that much on the pretest?

The nature of the treatment was not clear. The writers state that

the experimental' group was given calculators to explOre and that."children

were given problems to do and were encouraged to ask questions about the
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machines." Some additional information regarding instruction would have

been helpful. Would the, nature of the instruction; type of examples,

and problems be the most important variable in any study of this sort?

The study suggests implications for further research. One sl:ght

variation of the study would be to consider four groups: (1) Calculator

experience; pencil and paper on test; (2) Calculator experience; calcula-

tor used on test; (3) No calculator experience; pencil and paper on test;

(4) No calculator experience; calculator used on test. This study

considered groups (2) and (3); another study could consider all four.

-Other questions for further research include: If the use of calculators

were more than simply a two-day exploratory e..,.perience, but rather a

one-week, structured experience using materials written specifically for

the calculator, would even greater differences in scores be found? If

materials were used with calculators in which.common difficulties were

encountered and pupils were sensitized to these difficulties, would they

. then peiform better on the non-calculator examples ?. Ar:s. the high-interest

..aspects of calculator -usage lasting effects or short-lived effects?
.

Perhaps of greatest, importance is.the question,.do pupils with calculators

better learn mathematical concepts and skill?

l'S

O

;
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Schnur, James .0. and Lang, Jerry W. JUST PUSHING. BUTTONS OR LEONING?
A.CASE FOR MINICALCULATORS. Arithmetic Teacher 23: -559-562;

November 1976-

Ezpal,ded abstract :Ind anlysis prepared..!sgt.cially for/ the Calculator

Information Center by DENNIS ROBERTS, The Pennsylvania State University.

1. Purpose

The purpose of the study was to seek answers to the following ques-
J

Lions:

a. Would controlled use of calculat. rs improve the mathematical

Computational ability of elementary school children and'transfer

to situations where calculators could not used?

b. Would there be different degrees of calculator effects depending

on the sex of the children?

c. Would there be differential degrees of calculatOr effects

depending on the ethnic /economic background of the children

(migrant/non-migrant status)?.

2. Rationale

No tationale-or research predictions were offered concerning the

expected outcomes. Several references were cited indicating that some
.

authors had suggested reasons why calculators should have positive impacts,

while other authors had spoken out against the -use of calculators in .the
..- .

fl.schools.

3. Research Design and Procedures

The research study took place in Franklin Elementary School in Mus-

catine, Iowa during the summer of 1975. The sample consisted.of 60 students
,

enrolled in a compensatory summer_ program.. '.enty -five of the 60students

were classified as aegendents of migrant, parents. Males add females

were first randomly assigned to' four classro ma as were the migrant/non-.

migrant children. Following this, two of the four classrooms were ran-.

domly designated. as experimental (calculator usage) and the other two

were classified as the'control (no Calculator usage).

'During /the one-rr.onth program, instruction to all four classes was the

same with the,exception of the use or non-use of calculators. Classroom
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, .
.

'exercises focused oh the four basic arithmetic operations using whole-.

numbers from both standardized curriculum material and teacher-construicted

material. In the experimental classes, students shared the use of:

eight four-functionlcalculators. one experimental class used all eight

of the machines, followed by the second experimental class" sing,all

eight. The experimntaI teachers first taught students how to operate

the calculators and
lit

hen made 'sure (by logging time on a time sheet)

each student sad a Calculator for a minimum of 50 minutes per week.
1

. ttudentS were shown how, to use the calculator for verifying answers to

problens worked first by hand and how to solve actual problems .(about

one-third of he practice exercises). All students were pretested with

Form AI of the Individualized Computational Skills Program Computational

Test. 374 (pub ished by Houghton Mifflin) and posttested with Form B

of the same test. Students in the experimental groups were not allowed'

to use calculators on the posttest. Results were analyzed'Using a

.ehreefactor analysis of variance -- the factors,being calculator, usage,

. sex, and migrant stAtus.

Fi4. ndings

A A table of means was not presented for debcriptive purposes. The

results of the analysis of Variance showed a significant effect for

calculator usage that is, -those who used calculators dUring.instruc-
,

tion performed better on the poSttest even though' they did riot use

thelealculator on the test itself: Neither sex nor migrant status

showed sIgnificant effects nor were any of the. interactions significant.

S. Interpretations

Nu interpreatIon was offered as to why the experimental group per

formed better on-the posttest. The., closest thing to an interpretative

statement was the comment that the results seed to. indicate that calcu-

'*itlors could befiniegrated into such a program in a positive way.

I

Critical Commentary

It is difficult to interpret the results for several reasons. First,

the'fact that there was no sex difference found leads one to be somewhat

suspicious. of,the7data". In genera males 'do better than fethales on
1 ,r

1...a.
.:
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such tasks. Second, there was no disCussion concerning how teachers

were assigned to the classes, thus allowing the interpretive possibility

that the experimental group teachers were more'favorable (and perhaps

provided extra assistance) towards calculator usage. Third, and by far

the most important, no theoreticalLbase was.offered on which to place

the results in context. In what sense should a calculator be bene-
,

ficial to students' learning of computational skills that would allow

them to perform computations better even when the calculator was not

available? It would have been very helpful if the authors had presented

an explanatory link between: the findings and some rationale.

c.

n.
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Shitey, John Reginald. THE EFFECTS OF COMFI'TER-AUGME TED INSTRUCTION
ON STUDENTS' ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUTIFS (University of Oregon,
1976.,) Dissertation\Abstracts%Internazional 3 A: 3386-3387;.
December 1976. [Order Nn. 76-27680]

EXpanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information Center by RALPH A. LIGUORI, University of Texas at El Paso.

1. Purpose

The investigation was to determine whether students using computer-

augmented instruction perform differently than their counterparts using

a :alculator during instruction on measures of performance and attitudes

after a unit concerning interest on home mortgage.

2. Rationale

The reported study was a -replication. of earlier reseavch on the

effects of using a computer as part of an instructional unit with the

unique aspects of a 'much shorter unit of ,fidy an exploration of its

immact upon inducing rules governing relationships between variables, and

the use of calculators in the control-group. The author cited studies

.,which used the computer-merely to provide drill and practice as well

as studies L_71 which srudents were involved with the computer in a more

complex interaction.' The literature,indicates that the' computer-trained

groups did as well or better than traditionally trained groups in

studies lasting at least a semester, No references concerning the use

.of the calculator in an instructional sequence were cited. The use of

the calculator in -a control group should more fairly demonstrate any

advantage of the c,:nputer-assisted instruction over less expensive

alternatives.

3. isesearch Design and Procedures

The study took place in the Winston Churchill High School of

Eugene, Oregon; which has an optn- campus policy.. Students in grades 10-12.

were 7andomly assigned to the computer (n = 22) and the calculator.

gr = 30) . Students were given pretests on vocabulary, knowledge,

anu attitudcs n thk. first day. Both g-oups were given identical

instruction on home mortgageS during the agxt six days, as well as
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experience in running canned computer programs. On day eight the

students were given the same tests of knoWleige and attitudes as-they

were given on day one. During the neXt.three days', students worked In-

dependently, with the computer group using 4 computeril*Rgram tO com-/

plete their exercises and the calculator group using calcalatOrs: The"

tests of l-nowledgeand attitudes were readministered on .the twelfth 44-Y

and again tvn weeks later. A replication of this perocess:WaS performed

with nine ':udents in each group.

fou,- scales were developed to measure the students' attitudes

towards using the.computer in business, in government, in science, and

by oneself. A test was given to determine a student's ability tocalcu

late-, the interest on a home mortgage. Another test measured each student's

understanding of the relationship among the amount borrowed, interest

rate, time of loan, and amount of monthly payment. Finally, a measure

to deterthir.e each. student's attitude toward the unit of ,instruction Was

developed.

The scores from the,second'administration of the various instruments

were used as covariates in the analysis of variance of each of thos&tests,

except for the attitude of oneself toward. the computer, where an analysis

of variance was used. A 'chi-square test.was used to determine if there

was a difference in the number of inquiry exercises attempted by each

group. Finally, t-tests were used to test"for differences in the atti-

tudes toward the unit.

4. Findings

The measures of achievement yielded no significant differences between

the groups in either tae original study or the replication study. On the

replication study the computer group scored significantly higher than the

calculator group on the attitude toward/oneself's'use of the computer,

but on all other attitudes toward the computer the two groups did not

differ significantly. In the original study significantly more calculator,.

student's performed some experimentation beyond the minimum when compared
/

to the computer group; asimilar pattern,but non-significant, was foUnd'

in the replication. No significant difference in attitude toward the unit

was observed in either study:
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5. Interpretations

It appears that in.thisexperiment the computer did not cause more

learning to occur than did the calculator because such a small part of

the total unit was.spent using the computer. The program used to teach

students using the computer was relatiAely slow and probably accounts for

the, fact that more calculator students did additional work than did computer

students. There was some contamination caused by the observation by

some calculator group students of the computer group working on the com-

puter. The length of time that students were actually ,using the computer

was not sufficient to establish any differences between the groups.

Critical Commentary

The researcher went to great.lengths to insure that the computer

and calculator groups were equivalen,-. and then introduced a manipulation

which was mostlik(Ily too brief to yield any differences. However; it

is noteworthy that more students taught using' the hand-held calculator

attempted additional experimentatiOfr'than did-their comp utei-taught

counterparts. Perhaps in a stucy'of greater duration this would also

'lead to superiority of the calculator gioup on other measures of achieve-

ment. It would have been'a more complete experiment if a traditionally

taught section had' been inctuded-as a, group. This' is not a, strong study,

but it does add support to the evidence of the viability. of the calculator

as a teaching aid.
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SMith, Buddy Lee. A STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE USE OF THE
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS IN TEACHING THE SIMPLEX METHOD TO BUS114ESS

AND ECONOMICS MAJORS. (North Texas State University, 1977.).%
Dissertation Abstracts International 38A: 3986; .January 1978.

[6rder No. 77-29,574]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calc lator

.
Information Center by EDWARD C: BEARDSLEE, Seattle Pacific University

1. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of using elec-

tronic calculators in teaching the simplex methodfor solving linear

programming problems upon university students' attitudes and achievement

in mathematics. Six hypotheses were tested using an experimental (cal-

culator) group and a control group. Smith hypothesized that for the

experimental .group there would be no pre-post change.in attitude, no

posttest difference in attitude or achievement between males", and females,

and no,change in posttest attitude for students with ACT mathematics

scores of less than 21 compared to students with AtT:scores,Of)21 or'

greater. Comparing the experimental and 'control sroups, there would be

no.posttest difference. in attitude or achievement.

2. Rationale

With the increased availability and decreased cost of electronic,

Calculators, Smith and others suggest that, calculators should be Used"

throughout the mathematics curriculum and that' research involving-their

use iS essential. Since the simplex method involves tedious computation,

Smith felt that a student using the calculator to .perform., the routine

computation. would be able to grasp'a better understanding of the process

and hence enjoy the topic more. Thus Smith conjectured that use of the,

calculator would improve a student's attitude toward-mathematics and

would contribute to an increase in a student's achievement. Smith's

review of the literature revealed that'few studieS have, been conducted

utilizing electronic calculators in the classroom and those studies have-

dealt' mainly with low- ability primary or secondary level mathematics

students or college students who used the calculator for a limited time.
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The study was conducted during the, first summer session of 1975

at Texas A & I University, Kingsville, texas. The subjects were 69

students enrolled in two sections of Mathematics for Business and

Economic,s.I (Math 116), which is a required course for all mathematics

majors. Two sections of this course.'Were offered. Since both sections

were at the same tine . during the day; students were randomly assigned

to the control and experimental groups using a computer program. There

were 35 students in the control group and 34,in the experimental group.

Two teachers were used to teach the two sections. .Both teachers had

five or more years of experience and had taught the course before. The

selection of the instructor to teach the control.group was made by a flip

of a coin. The simplex method was taught for ten consecutive days.

text used was Foundations,of Mathematics byBush and 'toung, Chapter 10.

The teaching ptesentations to both groups were similar, Each group

met ,once a day, five times'a week, with each class meeting, 80- minutes.

in length. _Forty minutes of each class were used for lecture and ans-
.

wering questions; the remaining time was used for students to work on

given assignments and obtain individual help as needed. During each

class, each member of the experimental group had a Texas Instruments-TI30
-

at his or her desk, while the students in the control group used no cal-

culators during the class periods, Fifteenminutes of the first class
.

period were used to familiarize students in-the experimentargroup with

the operation'of the calculators.

The Revised Math Attitude'Scale' by Aiken'and Dreger was administered

during the first class period to both sections .at the beginning of the

study of the simplex method. Also administered_ was the achievement test

(Simplex Test). This test was the.simplex portion of therMath 116

Departmental Final constructed by the mathematics department of the

university. The test is given-with only minor revision each semester

and consists of 12 multiple-choice items.. Both tests were administered

after the ten days of instruction. Each hypothesis was tested by the

appropriate t-test at the 0.05 level of significance. The instrument for

identifying aptitude was the American College Testing Program (ACT,) test.

I
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4. Findings

The t-teat on the means from the attitude pre-posttest was statis-

tically significant for the experimental group, while the .ehievement

posttest attitude -means were not significantly different'for either the

males versus females in the. experimental group or for the experimental

group versus the control group. Also, there was no statistically

significant difference in attitude posttest mean scores'for students

in the experimental group who had scores less than 21 on the ACT test

compared co those who scored, greater than or equal to 21 en the ACT test.

Is,lb statistically significant differences were found in achievement

either on the achievement posttest means for the control versus experi-

mental groups.or for the males versus females\in the experimental. group.

5. ,Interpretations

From the results of the study, Smith drew the.following concITSIOns:

:(a) There is little difference.in attitude toward mathematics for

students who use Calculators. in; the classroom and thosewho

donot use. them.

(b) There'is little difference in attitude toward mathematics of

females and males who Use electronic calculators in the.class-
.,

room.

(c) There is little difference in attitude toward mathematics for

students ith higher aptitude in mathematics than for students

with lower.aptitude in mathematics.

There is little difference in'achievement in mathematicS for

students who use calculatorS in the.classroom and those who do

not use them.

(e) There is little difference in achievement in mathematics 'of

females and males who use.electronic .calculators in the classroom.

Based on the findings of the study,.Smith made the following recom-

mendations:. '(a) the study should take a greater length of time since the

ten days were not. long enough to show changes and many students had just

begun to master the calculator; Sb) the study should be carried out for

other mathematics courses at the college level; and (c) controls should

- also be made on the teacher variable. In this study the calculator was

used :only to relieve the computation; it should also be used in other ways

than just computation and checking computation,

(4)
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Critical Commentary

In addition to those recommendations presented in the study, Several:,,

other observations seem warranted. The experimental design appears to'

be faulty. Although pre-post tests in- attitude and achievement were

administered to all subjeCte, the pretest achievement-results were not

'reported nor nsed in the study. .A.pre-post statistical procedure was not

followed. Also, the xesearcher used multiple t-tests to compare means

where an analysis of variance would appear to be more appropriate. The

arbitrary choice of a score of 21 cin the ACT to identify low, aptitude

and high aptitude also seems questiona.ble. The short duration of the

study, two weeks or 10 class clays, could cause test-retest reliab-Aity

difficulties.since the same instruments used for the pretest were also

used for the posttest. Parallel forms of the instruments (at least the

achievement test) should be more reliable.

No mention was.ffiade whether caldulator use outside of class.was

enconraged.or discouraged, Which could confound results. The experimen-

tal group was notpermitted to,nse the calculators on the'achievement

posttest. Since the students had been required to use the machines while

learning the concepts, being deprived of using them. on the posttest could

have affected results. If the calculator is to be used in instruction,

it should also be used for testing unles.:. this is one'of the hYpothesee

being_tested. To test this type of hypothesis may'require that tests artd

curricular materials will neecrto be redesigned to make use of the calcu-

lator. :
, .

As was recommended,by the.author, additional studies'should be 'con-

ducted which involve the calculator in all phases of college mathematics.

However, in doing so researchers should attempt to control'aS.amany

variables involving the calculator as possible. SeVeral aspects of this

study suggest that outcomes would not favor the calculator'group. Future

studies should attempt to reduce bias for or'against the calculator.
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Sutherlin, William Ncirman. TH, E POCKET CALCULATOR: ITS EFFECT ON THE
ACQUISITION OF DECIMAL ESTIMATION SKILLS AT INTERMEDIATE GRADE.
LEVELS. (University of Oregon, 1976%) Dissertation -Abstracts
lnternational 37A:. 5663; Marll 1977. [Order No, 77,-4762[

Expanded- abstract and analyfAs prepared especially for-the Calculator:
Information Center by RALPH A. LIGUORI, University of Texas at El Paso,

. .

Purpose
0

The study, investigated. whether the use of the hand-held calculator

by sixth- gradeStudents in a unit on estimation would lead to superior

scores on'a posttest and/ot a retention test when compared to students

taught the estimation unit without access to calculators:. A subsidiary

question studied was whether using calculators produced a differential

effect based upon the ability level of students.

Rationale

The increased einiThasis upon the metric system has increased the need

to be able to,work with decimals. The calculator isSalted.to aid- in -1

the spread of the metric system because of its. decimal characteristics
.

and its inoreasing'availability., In all-endeavours involving measure --
r.

ment and machine calculation the ability to estimate i s-crucial: The
.

literature review was well designed and included a discussion of studies

which had investigated the use of the calcUlatOr as an instructional aid

as well asreferences to. the role of estimation and the sequencing of

,decimals and fractions in the intermediate grades.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Four geographically and demographically dispersed Oregon schools

volunteered the use of some or all of their sixth-grade classes for the-

study. Each 'school contained an experimental and a control sroup. The

experimental group (N = 84) used the calculators for-all precise work and

only used a pencil to record the calculator algorithm if needed,

Mentally estimated answer, and the calculator-derived answer: The

control group (N = 88). used traditibnal paper-and-pencil methods and

recorded estimates as well- In order-to combat 4 potential "Hawthorne.

effec %the controlclasses were promised the use of the calculator after
. .
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the experiment. The same teachers' taught both experimental and control

groups within each school, concurrently. In one school students were

randomly assigned to each group but in the remaining schools intact

classrooms were used; thus the unit of measurement was the classroom

average. All subjects were statistically and subjectively assigned to

one of four arbitrary quartile levels of achieVement.

The experimental period was three weeks in length and not less than

12 lessons. The teachers were given suggestions and help by the author

and they used on-hand instructional materials. A set of suggested

supplemental teaching guides was provided. Two forms .of an experimental

thstrument were designed by the author and used in a pilot study; they

were, found to have a Kuder-Richardson reliability ofc.84. Calculators and

sCratchwork were not permitted during any of the testing; answers were .

to be achieved by mental estimation.'

The prestest was given at the3eginning of week 1 and the posttest'

at the end of week 3. The long7term retention test was given near week

7 or 8. Only students present for all testing and most of the instructional

pericd were included. Analysis of variance and covariance:procedures were

used-on'all data presented.

4. Findings

Three null-hypotheses were tested. No significant differences were

found between the experimental and control group on the pretest, posttest,

or retention test. There were no differential effects found in the

quartile membership due to the experimental manipulation.

5. Interpretations

The results indicated that calculator use did not provide any advan-

tage in the learningof estimation skills. Further, use of the calcula-

tor did not affect students differentially. The results indicated that

time spent in study with calculators did not seem to detract from the

mathematical.growrh of those involved. The fact that no difference

between groups was exhibited might be due to sixth-graders'.failure to.

value estimation and their unease with the imprecision of estim Led

answers. A longer study period, special methods for teaching estimation,

different grade levels, small-group or shared calculator settings are
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possible 'subjects for additional research. ,A final qUestion raised was

how would the result of students given free choice among mental esti-

mation, pencil and paper, and calculator in various Situations relate to

the observed results, and could that choice be modified by an appropri-

ate intervention program?
,

Critical Commentary

The study was well designed and presented. It would appear that a

larger population would be preferable for studying such a significant

question. Further, it would take an impact of enormous proportions to

affect the performance of sixth graders in a three-week period on a

subject matter about which they have had a long history of exposure.

Although sixth graders may have had little formal training in estimation,

it is likely that all students have developed some estimation techniques

by the sixth gade and further that their ability to estimate is certainly

heavily dependent upon their abilities to perform the basic arithmetic

operations'. It would appear that covariance techniques using the students'

prior arithmetic skills as the covariate would improve the study. Ih

any case additional time touse the calculator in a variety of situations

would provide a truer test of the calculator's effect upon the learning '

of sixth graders..
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Vaughn, Larry Richard. A PROBLEM OF THE EFFECTS ON HAND-HELD CALCU-
LATORS AND A SPECIALLY DESIGNED CURRICULUM ON ATTITUDE TOWARD
MATHEMATICS, AND RETENTION OF MATHEMATICAL SKILLS. (University of
Houston, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts International 37A:
4938.-4939; February 1977. [Order No. 77-1529]

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
information Center by PEGGY A. HOUSE, University of Minnesota.

1. Purpose

The study compared low-achieving ninth graders using calculators

and a specially designed curriculum with similar, students in a regular

Fundamentals of Mathematics (FOM) program for differences iv. attitudt

(specifically, enjoyment of mathematics and anxiety toward mathematics)

and for differences in achievement and retention of skill in a unit. on

decimals and Percents.

2. Rationale

Knowledge of results (reinforcement) is believed to'increase the

probability of learning, and feedback during the learning process is

seen as particularly important. because it allows for corrective action:
-

The calculator can serve an important function in providing feedback,

and it can facil'itat4: other areas ofinvesgation and exploration of

mathematiCal topics. The literature surveyed conveyed a 'generalized

enthusiasm for calculators' in the classroom,,hut little data-based

evidence of their effectiveness. Also, the investigator found no

previous attempts to alter the curriculum to accommodate calculator

usage.

3. Research Design and Procedures

The study involved eight FOM classes in three schools in two adjourning

districts of metropolitan Houston. FOM students are defined by the Texas

Education Agency to be at least two years' below grade-level achievement.

Intact classroom, groups were used, but their eight teachers wererandomly

assigned to treatmentsL. four experimental classes which used calculators

.and the special curriculum and four comparison classes which used the
-

regular state-adopted text andno calculators. A total of 101 'Ss began the

study (55 experimental, 46 control). Complete data were available for '
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61 (33 experimental, 38 control).

The special curriculum was written by the investigator. It con-

cluded a unit on the use of the calculator and instructional modulus

featuring,behavioral objectives, pee- and posttests, enabling activities,

and answer keys. Teachers could use the modules either in an indivi-

dualized manner or in lieu of a textbook. No attempt was made to regu-

late ormonitor teachers' classroom behavior in either group. .

Pupils were given an attitude pretest using Aiken's Revised Math

Attitude Scale two weeks before the experimental period. At the

beginning of the experiment, Ss were pretested for achievement using

a testIdesigned by the investigator. Eight weeks of instruction followed

althdugh elapsed time was almost three months including the Christmas

'holidays. Two posttests were administered: the Aiken attitude scale

followed by a parallel form of the investigator's-achievement test. -

The retention test, given two weeks later, used the original pretest

instrument. The investigator reports a Kuder-Richardson Formula 20

reliability incleX of .94 for the Aiken instrument. The validity of the

achievement test was determined by a panel of experts, and its reliability

was established through a pilot test in three other FM' classes. The

KR-20 reliability was calculated to range'from .778 to .816 and was .

judged to be acceptable.

A multiple,regressionanalysis was performed to determine if

enjoyment of mathematics, anxiety toward mathematics, achievement and/or

retention could differentiate between the two groups When pretest

differences were accounted for,.

4. Findings

Students in:the experimental and comparison groups exhibited a

significant difference (p4.05) in achievement as measured by the inves-
,

tigator's test on decimals and percents. Experimental,Ss had the higher.

mean score. .Neither dimension of attitude proved to be a significant

differentiating variable There also ',ere no significant differences

in retention.

5. Interpretations

The investor recommends the addition of Calcula:,rs with an accom-

panying curriculum 'to the FOM program. He further observed a need to

1 oc
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train teachers, but does not elaborate on the nature ofSuch training

or on the rationale underlying the recommendation. Decimals and

percents may be topics particularly suited'to calculator-usage, and the

study should be extended to the other topics in the FOM program. It

also should be repeated with other grade and ability levels and with

different socioeconomic groups. Attitudinal changes should be studied

over a longer period of time. Efforts are needed to develop maaterials

and curricula suited to calculator use.

Critical Commentary .

The greatest strength of thisstudy lies in its recognition of the

"need to adapt the 'curriculum to accommodate the use of calculators.

However, the report leaves so many questions unanswered that it would

be inappropriate to ba.-u decisions on the results.

First, the reader' is givenan inadequate description of the

"special curriculum." One sample module which is included raises ques-

tions about the development of the concepts. In the sample, pupils use

the calculatot,to investigate multiplication of decimals as repeated

addition. This.works well in the,first part where'decimais are multi-

plied by whole numbets (.7 x 5), but the multiplication of two decimals

(.0348 x .76) .is presented as a button-pushing algorithm. It is not

clear how wellconcepts are developed in the modules. Neither is it

reported what concepts were included or whether these were established

to be equivalent to.the text material in the control classes.

A second major unknown is the testing condition for the achievement

and retention tests. No students used calculators in the pretests, but

no explicit information is reported on calculator use for later tests. If

neither or both' groups used calculators on the tests, then.one group was

tested under conditions which did not match the treatment. If only

'experimental Ss used calculators, then the comparison Ss were being

tested on different variables such as. memory.of Multiplication facts and

placement of decimals,

The investigator does not justify his use of individuals rather than

classes as the experimental, unit, and the number of pupils per-class

'Is-not reported: There'also is nojndicatton of how teachers used the

Modules whether for indiVidualized or group Instruction, and no observa-

I
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tions art .reported of. whether pupils and/or teachers used the calculators

as intended. These unknowns make-'it difficult to Interpret or to

replicate the study.

,Studies which take account of the interaction of the calculator with

the curriculum should be encouraged. Perhaps a more fruitful approach

would be to consider a 2 x 2 design in which calculator usage is crossed

with the use of specially designed curricular materials.
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Wajeeh, Abdullah. THE EFFECT OF A PROGRAM OF MEANINGFUL AND RELEVANT
MATHEMATICS ON THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE NINTH GRADE GENERAL MATHE-
MATICS STUDENT. (Wayne State University, 1976.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 37A: 2801-2802; November 1976. [Order
No. 76-26,189]

Expanded' abstract and analysis prepared especially for theyCalculator
'Information Center by PEGGY A. HOUSE, Universityof Minnesota.

1. Purpose

The purpose of the study was to design, implement, and evaluate a

15-week program of "meaningful and relevant mathematics" for ninth-grade

general mathematics and to determine the effect of using calculators

with those materials.,

2. Rationale

"Meaningful and relevant mathematics" is used to describe applications

of arithmetic,which.one is likely to encounter in home, store, bank, job,

etc. (e.g., time cards, installment buying-, paychecks, budget), It also
o

was defined to incltide recreational mathematics such as games, puzzles,

and magic ,quares. Such a program was hypothesized to'promote pupil

motivation and interest and.to have significant results with respect to

achievement, attitude, and attendance. the calculator was given a twp7

fold purpose: first, to provide immediate verification,and reinforcement

(after paper-and-pencil solution's), and second to be used directly in

solvinp the recreational puzzles.

3. Research Design and Procedures

The study involved five teachers and 13 sections of ninth-grade general

mathematics in one inner-city Detroit high school. Students were

assigned to the classes by their counselors without regard for IQ, achieve-

ment', or attitude; classes were assigned to teachers.before the semester

began.

Five units of instruction were developed by the investigator. These

covered cOnsumer mathematics, sportS mathematics, mathematics and the

world of work', measurement skills, and recreational mathematics. Lessons

from the first four units were integrated throughoUt the semester.
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Lessons from the recreational mathematics unit were regularly presented

every Friday. All units were evaluated for relevancy and meaningfulneks

by a panel of experts and then revised according to their suggestiOns

prior to the experiment.

Six experimental classes used the investigator's units for one

:semester; seven control classes used the general mathematics text adopted

by the Detroit Public Schools. Three of the _ive teachers (including

the investigator) were each assigned three or more sections of general

mathematics. Each teacher atbitrarily selected one class to study the

experimental program using the calculator (EI), one class to Study the

prograM without the calculator (E
2
),:and the remaining class(es) to study

.the text material without calculators (C
1
). (E, classes had 10 calculators,

one for each three pupils.) The other two teachers had one and two classed,
, .respectively, which were designatedC

2
and which-also studied the assigned

text without calculators. Complete data were available for 389 Ss, and

class sizes ranged from 25 to 35. In order to obtain equal cell sizes,

/Ss were randomly eliminated as necessary to bring each class to 25.

The investigator used a 3 x 3 factorial design,to compare the treat-
_

ments (E1, E2, C
1
) in. the classes taught by the three experimental

teachers for their effect on achievement and attitude.' Three measures of

achievement were derived from the California Achievement Test,:Jiathematics,

Level 5, 'Form A (1970) (r = .9): total mathematics achievement, computation,

and concepts and problems. Attitude was,measured using Dutton's'Attitude

Test (r = .94). All. Ss were pretested usiog the above scales during

the first week of the semester and posttested using the same. battery during

the last week.

For each of the above mepsures.a one - way /.ANOVA.was performed nn the

pretest to determine if the four groups werebomogeueoUs with respect to

the given,variable. If that ANOVA was non-significant (e.g., if the

groups were noCsignificantly different), then,a 3 x 3 factorial.ANOVA

was performed on the posttest for the E1, E2, and CI groups. If, on the

other hand, the groups were not homogeneous, then a 3 x 3 factorial

analysis of covariance was used on the posttest .V.IiththepreteSt as

covariate.
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4. Findings

The four groups were homogeneous. with respect to total achievement,

computation, and attitude before the experiment. The ANOVA results on
,

the posttests showed significant differences (p < .05).both for treat-

ments and-for teachers in all three cases. Interaction effects were

significant only for computation. Orthogonal contrasts among treatments

for experimental versus control groups were significant p <
three criteria.and consistently in favor of the experimental

.050or all

classes.

El classes performed significantly. better (p < .05) than E2 on computation;

but the experimental groups could not be differentiated on the basis

of total-achievement or attitude.

The groups were not hoMogeneous with respect to the concepts and

problems dimension, and this necessitated a 3 x.3 factorial analysis of

covariance using the concepts and problems pretest as a covariate. Signi-

ficant results (p < .05) were found among treatments but not for teachers

or for interaction, and the orthogonal contrasts showed the' experimental

groups' to be superior to the control.

A comparison of the total achievement between C1 and C2 using StudentiS.

t-test was non-significint implying that the experimental teachers were

not biased by the study. No other comparisons involving C2 were reported.

No contrasts among teachers were reported for any of the significant main

effects.

Attendance records kept by the teachers showed the experimental Sg

were absent, less than the control Ss. Responses to a questionnaire

designed by the investigator to reflect pupil attitude were tablulated

and reported without analysis or comment. Narrative comments by six Ss

and two Ts were reprinted without interpretation.

5. Interpretations

Since the content of the course was assumed to be equivalent for

experimental and control classes, the author attributed the achievement

differences to the experimental unit's locnsun meaningful and relevant

arithmetic. Differences in attitude gain scores were hypothesized'

to be related to the relevance of the material, pupils' enjoyment of the

mathematical games, and the informal .classroom atmosphere during the

recreational mathematics. Comparisons between El and E2 might have been
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different if Ss had used the calculators in the problems rather than

only to chuck answers.

Critical Commentary

The study yields'more information about the effects of the curriculum

approach than about the effeCtiveness of the calculator. In fact, the

non-significant differences between E
1
and E

2
in all but computation

suggest, that the two treatments were quite similar. This may very well

be due torestricting the calculator to checking answers. It also is

compatible with the e-superiority of E
1
on computation since the calculator

probably provided important reinforcement.'

The data analysis seems incomplete, however. When treatment main

effects were significant, 'Orthogonal contrasts were examined, but when

teacher main effects were significant no further analysis was reported.

No interpretations were offered for significant teacher' effects. Also,

C
1
and C

2
were compared only for total mathematics achievement, but not,

on any other variables.

It, is also difficult to account for the Ns in the. study. The author

reports:on 13 classes of 25, yet tables report four treatment. groups of

75 Ss (three classes of 25) each 12 classes The explanation of this
.

is obScure.

While experimental Ss had fewer absences, the experimenter does

not establish that this difference is significant: Yet; in his discussion

it is not always clear whether he is assuming a significance which may not

.exist or whether he is hinting at a causality among the treatment variables.

This tendency to make suggestions which may not be warranted weakens the

Objectivity of the discuSsion.

Hopefully, too, future studies will usethe calculators in more

creative ways and will assure that each pupil has a calculator for

individual use. 'The outcomes of th `recreational mathematics units also

deserve zloser examination.
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Yvon, Bernard R. and Downing, Davis A.' ATTITUDES TOWARD CALCULATOR
USAGE IN SCHOOLS: A SURVEY OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS. School.

Science and Mathematics 78: 410-416;14ay-June 1978.

ExpanJed abstract and analysis prepared espec.ially for. the Calculator
Informat:i.on Center by J. F. WEAVER, The University of Wisconsin-Madison.

1. Purpose

The intent was to survey within two different towns the current

feelings of parents and elementary teachers toward calculator usage in

schools.

2.. Rationale

The investiotion was considered to be a "logical first step"

toward having teachers and parents become well informed on the "volatile

'issue" of hand-held calculators and their use in schools.

3. Research Design and Procedures

A 12-item questionnaire was developed to ascertain:

a. feelings toward computation as the major goal of elementary and

junior high school mathematics instruction, and the importance

of developing speed as contrasted with understanding;

b. opinions regarding calculator usage in schools; and

c. within-the-home and oa-the-job use of calculators.

Two towns were chosen,for the survey: (A), a university-suburb

comunity.of about 5,000 population, and (B), an industrial-suburb

community of about, 10,000.

All K-8 teachers'in town A and all K-9 teachers in town B were asked

to complete the questionnaire, with returns approximating 35 to 45 percent..

Parents of students from one'classroom at each grade level in each

town were asked to complete the questionnaire, with a 35 to 45 percent

return achieved.

Because of its crucial nature in connection with this abstract, the

12-item questionnaire is reproduced.on the next page. sans some of the

instructions.



Li role the hurCcor or '.he re:Tohe which'

most closely expresses your reelimt;.
SD D NS A SA

1. The most important soal of elementary and junior high 1 2 .3 4 5
arithmetic is the ability to figure correctly with
whole numbers, fractions and decimals.

2. Speed in arithmetic is not as important as -understand-. 1 2 3 4 5
ing'how and when to us,' different arithmetic operations.

3. Calculators should be a part of tile math program in' 1 2 3 4 5
grades 3 through 6.

4. Calculators should be a part of the math program in l' 2 3 4, 5
grades 7 and 8.

5. CalculatOrs should, be a part of the math program in 1 2 3 4 5
grades 9 through 12.

6. Assuming they are available to all students, calcula'fors
should be used for 'pomework assignments.

7. Skills with calculators will be'essential to children's 1 2 3 4 5
future success.

How would you feel if calculators were used in the school in the following ways.
8. Use of calculators is primarily for motivation, enrich- 1 2 3 .4, 5

went, and games.

9. Use of ca1culators is taught along with,pencil and paper 1 2 3 4 5
solutions, with the teacher taking care to require that
the student be competent bo,th Ways.

10. USe of calcUlators with proper understanding can largely 1 2 3 4. 5
replace pencil and paper solutions.

YES NO

11. Is there an electronic calculator in your home? 1 2

12. Does a member of your family use an electronic calcu- 1 2
lator in his or her job?

S ',7trungly disaree
D: Disagree

NS: Not sure SA: Strongly agree
A: Agree
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4, Findings

'Pooling across. all replies from parents (91 in town A, 97 in.town

E) and teachers (19 iin'cown A, 43

reported for items 1 through 10:

in town B),

1 - 4.3

2 -4.4

3 2.1

4.- 2.7

5 - 3.7

the following means were

6 - 2.7

7 - 2.9

8 3.2

9 - 3.9

10 2.8

with 35 percent "Yes" responses on item 11 and 56 percent "Yes" responses

on item12.

When responses pooled across towns 'for all parents were compared

with responses pooled across towns for all teachers, signficant differences

between means were observed on four items: 3, '4:8, and 10.

For townA parents compared with town B parents, significant differ -

ences between means were observed on three items: 1, 7, and 8.

Significant differences between means were observed on two items --

3 and 8 when pooled responses across towns were compared for K -6

teachers and 3-9 teachers.

Several other comparisons evidenced no significant differences between

responses.

5. Interpretations

Questionnaire returns reflected .a definite negative feeling about

the use of calculators in grades 3-6, a moderately negative feeling about

calculator use in grades 7 -8, and a positive feeling abont calculator

use in grades 9-12; also, a moderately negative feeling about calculator

uSe
.

for homework, and LI slightlynegative feeling about calculators being

iMportant. The most marked degree Of-agreement with questionnaire state-

ments, on the part of both parents and teachers, was observed for items

and 2.

The fact that the distribution of responses on most items (and more

particularly 4, 6, 7, and 10) had a relatively large variability

(standard deviation) "should temper any firm conclusions."
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Critical Commentary

It is not sufficient to."temper any firm conclusions," as suggested.

It would be better simply to disregard the,investigatiOn and itsfindings.

I agree with the authors when they "suggest strongly that the

feelings of parents and teachers not be ignored in developing new programs

which incorporate alculator -usage," And also mention -a definite need .

of more studies to ssess attitudes of calculators." (There have been

more since the'authprs conducted their survey in 1975.) But when in that

connection the auth indicate that "Replication of any part or all

of our questionnai invited, " dethur and urge that the invitation be

declined.

Most .of the questionnaire items are of such a nebulous, ambiguous,:.

et6., nature that.I would be unable to answer them and would feel unable

to interpret any set of responses derived from such items. Exactly how

were the.items developed? And what is the reliability of the instrument

in relation to the groups surveyed? The authors.' report gives no answer

to either of these questions, nor to a host of other. related questions

that might be asked.

The rate (35 to 45 percent) and reported distribution of questionnaire

returns raise serious questions of how representative the data were of

the populations sampled -- to say nothing of generalizability to other

populations. The parents' data are further suspect in light of the

following. vague and questionable sampling procedure: "Each town was asked

to chooseOne classroom at each grade level for distribution of the parent

questionnaires. - . . Questionnaires were sent.homeandreturned via the.

studerts."

Finally, the authors indicate that "many subgroups were compared by

means of a t-test." In fact, 48 such seemingly independent tests are

reported, which raises serious doubt as to the validity of the statistical

procedures for the,data CO which they were applied.

All in all, I. find nothing.about the reported investigation that

contributes any useful°iNformation regarding any question that pertaids

to the use of hand-held calculators in connection with school mathematics

instruction.

"C
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Zepp, Raymond Andrew. REASONING PATTERNS AND COMPUTATION ON PROPORTIONS
PROBLEMS, AND THEIR:INTERACTION WITH THE USE OF POCKET CALCULATORS
IN NINTH GRADE AND COLLEGE. (The Ohio State University, 1975.)
Dissertation Abstracts International 36A: 5181; February 1976.
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Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for the Calculator
Information 'Center by JOE DAN AUSTIN, Rice University.

1. Purpose

"This study was conducted to identify groups of students who respond

to proportions-problems in various ways, and to determine the.effectiveness

of pocket calculators in solving problems involving proportions among

those groups of students which exemplify certain developmental stages."

(p. 1)

2. Rationale

Research by Piaget and Inhelder with young children has indicated

that proportional thinking is not mastered until the formal operation

state of development. This seems true even though the concepts of ratio

and analogies are often observed in children at the concrete operaion

stage. With older children some research, e.g., by Abramowitz and

Karplus, suggests that ". . . there may be many people who never attain

the formal stage of proportional thinking." (p. 4) The ability of a

Student to doa proportion problem depends on the problem as well as the

'proportion. Some proportions, e.g., 1:n for n small, seem easier than,.

others, e.g., 3:5.. There is also evidence that improper computation

algorithms may'preVent students from being able to solve proportion

problems.. "The basis hypothesiS of the.researchreported in this disser-

tation is that poor computational skills in multiplication and division

force students away from proportional thinking." (p. 6) If computational

deficiencies are .reasons for student problems with proportion problems,

the calculator may prove to be-very useful to students doing these typeS

of problems.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Initially an eight-item pretest on proportional reasoning was con -

structed.- The eight 'terns were in four pairs.. Each 'easy' ratio problem

fs
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was matched with a similar problem but with a 'hard' ratio. Using test

scores and solution strategies, students could be classified into five

level's of proportional reasoning ability: Three levels -- hlgh, middle,

and low -- were used in this study.

The prete-;t was given to. 170 ninth-grademathematics tudents and

198 college freshman education majors. This identified 85 ninth-grade

and.38 college students in the high, middle, or low levels. of propor-

tional reasoning ability. These students were randomly divided into

two groups. One,group,(experimental) would be permitted to use calcula-

tors, and the other group (control) would not.

The researcher prepared programmed materials consisting of three

problems using linear interpolation to estimate square roots. This

required about 25 to 30 minutes to complete. For the calculator group

a calculator practice sheet with eight practice computations was prepared.

This required about 10 to 15 minutes to complete. The posttest was four

problems similar to the problems in the programmed materials.

The control group completed the programmed materials and then the-

untimed posttest. This group did not use calculators. The calculator

group Completed the practice sheet, .the programmed materials, and then

the untimed posttest. This group used a Texas Instruments Exactra 19,

a calculator with four arithmetic operations, on all activities including

the posttest. (To check pretest reliability, the ninth-grade computer

group retook the pretest before doing the practice sheet. Using a linear

scale for the five levels of,propOrtional reasoning ability, a.correlation

of .8879.was obtained for the test and retest scores.)

The posttest. scores were analyzed by a two-way analysis of variance.

Separate analyses were made for the ninth-grade and college students.

The two factors were treatment (two levels) and proportional reasoning

ability level (three levels). The author also compared. error patterns

on the pretest data but used no statistical tests:

4. Findings

From the error patterns on the pretest, the researcher concluded

that ". . . the response patterns of-college and ninth grade students

were roughly equivalent in each ability group:" (p. 48) The researcher

also felt that each of the proportional reasoningability levels showed.

low
.


